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SUMMARY
This thesis focuses on three separate explorations into the nature of toehold-mediated
strand displacement which is a reaction characterized by the swapping of one stably bound
oligonucleotide for another. The first study seeks to improve current methodologies in
single-molecule surface experiments using strand displacement. Presently, surfaces are pre-
pared through time-consuming and costly cleaning and functionalization protocols which
are only useful for a single trial of an experiment due to the irreversible binding of target
molecules to the surface. To solve this problem, we develop a new method called ERASE
which is powered by the inherent switching nature of strand displacement. Further, we
showcase the wide applicability and adaptability of ERASE to different biophysical sys-
tems of interest.
Next, we use single-molecule fluorescence to study the effect of single mismatch posi-
tion on strand displacement kinetics. We find a significant increase in the mean first pas-
sage time with mismatches proximal to the toehold. We highlight the 1D model’s failure
to account for the observed position dependence. Further, we show that addition of direct
dissociation to the 1D branch migration model explains the observed data. To provide bio-
physical insight, we propose a simpler three-step model that explains mismatch-dependent
behavior.
Finally, we explore the biophysics of the branch migration subprocess. We design
FRET constructs to decouple the short-lived branch migration process from the overwhelm-
ingly dominant toehold binding step. We further show a wide sequence-dependent diver-
sity of waiting time distributions. We measure distribution changes between systems of
“complementary invasion” which hint to dangling ends as the origin. Moreover, we de-
sign significantly less expensive single fluorophore constructs which allow for large scale




There are few discoveries that have drastically changed our understanding of the universe
like the discovery of the structure and function of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Since
Watson and Crick posited their double helix model in 1953 [1], the field of molecular
biology has grown at a considerable rate and bridged the two foundational fields of genetics
and biochemistry. As Francis Crick was a physicist by training, it is apparent that problems
in molecular biology have interested physicists since its conception. Erwin Schrödinger
beautifully summarizes a physicist’s thoughts on biology by asking, “How can the events
in space and time which take place within the spatial boundary of a living organism be
accounted for by physics and chemistry?” [2]. Fueled by this question, scientists thought
deeply and developed techniques to study biological molecules at an individual level giving
rise to the field of single-molecule biophysics.
This thesis sprouts humbly from this enormous field to explore a particular biological
reaction, toehold-mediated strand displacement. Toehold-mediated strand displacement
occurs between three single strands of DNA when one unbound single strand invades and
fully hybridizes a partially bound duplex. Strand invasion is critical to biology as it occurs
in homologous recombination [3], a process that is both responsible for repair of double-
strand breaks and for the source of genetic diversity via crossover events. Also, strand
displacement has practical applications in nanotechnology as it is used in DNA construction
and origami [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], biosensing [9, 10], DNA walkers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and DNA
computation [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Despite its fundamental role in biology and popularity
in bioengineering, a physically intuitive and quantitative model of strand displacement does
not exist for many scenarios. Further, the subprocess of two-way branch migration has
never been explored with single-molecule approaches. Therefore, in this thesis, I will
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discuss my work towards investigating, quantifying, and harnessing strand displacement
at the single-molecule level.
I will begin this thesis with an introduction to nucleic acids and further motivate with
toehold-mediated strand displacement including current applications and phenomenolog-
ical models. I will then explore single-molecule experimental techniques used to study
toehold-mediated strand displacement including fluorescence, microscopy, data acquisi-
tion, and analysis.
In Chapter 2, we will discuss our development of ERASE (Epitaxial Removal Aided by
Strand Exchange), an application of toehold-mediated strand displacement which enhances
surface-based single-molecule experiments. By exploiting the inherent switching behavior
of strand displacement, we show that surfaces, which are time-consuming and costly to
create, can be reset to an earlier state to allow for repeated experiments over the same field
of view. We further show the wide applicability of our method as we extend it to DNA,
RNA, and the full bacterial ribosome.
In Chapter 3, we explore the kinetics of toehold-mediated strand displacement and how
it is affected by the presence of a single mismatch using single-molecule fluorescence. We
find large changes depending on the mismatch position and present the effect of secondary
structure on strand displacement kinetics. We compare our data to the current model and
show how it must be adjusted to match our observations. Finally, we provide a simplified
model that enhances biophysical understanding of the overall process.
In Chapter 4, we turn our attention to the subprocess of branch migration. We measure
the first passage time distribution for several sequences using Fluorescence Resonance En-
ergy Transfer (FRET) and find significant sequence dependence. We show a difference in
first passage times for “complementary invasion” and suggest intermediate dangling ends
as a source of differences as evidenced by the reversal of times with respect to RNA. We
also increase the dangling end invader length to measure a slowdown of branch migration
times that is consistent with current models.
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In the final chapter, I will present some preliminary data from a different method to
measure branch migration which uses a single fluorophore. This low-cost method opens the
possibility to compare many different branch migration systems to provide a more complete
biophysical understanding. We measure the branch migration time as a function of length of
the displacement domain and confirm an expected increase in time with increasing length.
Further, we measure the dependence of the waiting time distribution on the location of a
single point mutation and discuss the implications.
1.1 A physicist’s primer on nucleic acids
Traditionally, physics and biology exist on opposite ends of the natural sciences. Due to the
large differences in training, knowledge-base, and culture, it can be difficult for physicists
to begin tackling biological problems, much less ask interesting questions in the subject.
In order to help bridge the knowledge-gap, this section serves as a very short introduction
to DNA and RNA and their many exciting behaviors.
As we begin, it is helpful to define some terms that will appear often in our discussion
and throughout the rest of the thesis. To the confusion of researchers new to the field, these
terms will have many synonyms which is a result of the large number of people interested
in studying nucleic acid biology. Indeed, the very lack of a general consensus for some
terms is evidence of the fast growing origins of the field. The list below contains common
terms, definitions, synonyms, and abbreviations.
Annealing
The binding and formation of hydrogen bonds to form double-stranded nucleic acid
from individual strands. Synonyms: duplex formation, hybridization
Branch migration




A molecule formed by two complementary single DNA strands. Synonym: duplex,
molecule
Denaturation
The unwinding and separation of double-stranded DNA. Synonym: melting
Partial duplex
The molecule formed by annealing two strands of different length.
Strand
A polymer with nucleotide monomers covalently joined by phosphodiester bonds.
Synonyms: molecule, Oligonucleotide (oligo), ssDNA, ssRNA
Toehold
Single-stranded region of a partial duplex.
Nucleic acids are polymers with nucleotides (monomeric subunits) built from three
chemical components: phosphate, 5-carbon sugar, and a nitrogenous base. They can be
largely separated into two catergories, DNA and RNA, depending on the absence or pres-
ence of the hydroxyl moiety on the 2′ position of the pentose sugar. There are five ni-
trogenous bases which can be subdivided into purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G), or
pyrimidines, cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil (U). Chargaff’s rule [22] dictates the
complementary Watson-Crick base pairing of G-C and A-T (U for RNA).
Double-stranded nucleic acids are formed through base pair interactions which are
dominated energetically by base pairing (hydrogen bonds) and base stacking. GC base
pairs share three hydrogen bonds and are, therefore, more energetically favorable com-
pared to AT base pairs. As such, the GC content, which is the ratio of GC base pairs to
the total number of base pairs, can be used a relative marker for the melting temperature of
a duplex. Higher GC content correlates with higher melting temperature. Although base
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Figure 1.1: Endo sugar pucker conformations in DNA. The generic structure of a nucleotide
is drawn so that it coincides with the plane of the drawing; however, a planar ring structure
is not energetically favorable. If we rotate the molecule so that the 2′ and 3′ carbons are
closest to us, we find two different conformations, C2′- and C3′-endo, where those carbons
break the ring plane. Unlike DNA, RNA has a hydroxyl group on the 2′ carbon which can
interfere sterically with the nucleobase thus discouraging RNA from adopting the C2′-endo
pucker.
pairing is far more well known, base stacking is the dominant interaction. Base stacking
plays a very important role in duplex formation and arises from the interaction of pi orbitals
between neighboring rings. Stacking between individual bases is weak but base stacking is
highly stabilizing for many bases.
A nucleic acid’s ability to store a two-bit genetic code in its sequence is one of the most
groundbreaking discoveries of the twentieth century. At first thought, it might seem that the
sequence direction for nucleic acids is arbitrary; however, this is not true as nucleic acids
are inherently polar due to the asymmetry of a single nucleotide. The molecule is extended
through phosphate groups at the 5′ and 3′ carbon on the 5-carbon sugar. Sequences are
defined to be read from the 5′ end to the 3′ end.
Finally, it is important to mention the three-dimensional shape of double-stranded nu-
cleic acids. The double helix is a familiar concept from grade school. The principal features
of the double helix include a right-handed sense, major and minor grooves, bases that are
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perpendicular to the helical axis, 10.5 bp per helical turn, and 3.4 Å of rise per base pair.
However, this is one of three commonly known forms of double helix known as the B-form
while the A-form and the Z-form are the other alternate geometries. While Z-form is left-
handed and holds no definitive biological significance, A-form is important because it is the
helical conformation of double-stranded RNA and RNA-DNA hybrids. This is due to the
existence of the RNA 2′-hydoxyl group which stabilizes the pentose sugar in the C3′-endo
sugar pucker over the C2′-endo sugar pucker. As DNA does not have the steric clash of the
2′-hydroxyl, it is free to adopt both sugar pucker conformations (see Figure 1.1). This has
a stark mechanical effect as this causes dsDNA to be more flexible than dsRNA [23].
1.2 Toehold-mediated strand displacement
Figure 1.2: DNA abstraction and strand displacement. Above. A DNA partial duplex and
single strand DNA are depicted. Details such as sequence and three-dimensional shape
are abstracted away. Base pairing through hydrogen bonding is inferred by proximity to
a neighboring DNA strand. Below. Strand displacement is a swapping reaction governed
largely by a bimolelcular rate. The invader is the free single strand and initiates strand dis-
placement as it binds to the single stranded region (toehold) on the substrate. The reaction
advances through branch migration which is the consecutive exchange of homologous base
pairs. This occurs until the incumbent is fully displaced by the invader. The dissociation
of the incumbent is an irreversible step which intrinsically makes strand displacement an
out-of-equilibrium process.
Toehold-mediated strand displacement is a reaction involving three single strands of
DNA: invader, incumbent, and substrate (see Figure 1.2). In a typical reaction, the invader
is fully or mostly complementary to the substrate. This is similarly true for the incumbent
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except for the toehold region where the substrate remains single stranded. Strand displace-
ment initiates when the single strand invader binds the toehold region of the partially bound
duplex formed by the incumbent and the substrate. As this step is bimolecular, it is highly
dependent on concentrations of the partial duplex and invader. Because of the reaction’s
high sensitivity to toehold binding, much work has been devoted to understanding the role
of sequence [7] and length [24]. The reaction is thought to proceed through two-way branch
migration where the invader and the incumbent compete for binding to the substrate [25].
The reaction is completed when the incumbent is fully dissociated. This step is thought to
occur with dissociation of the base pair most distal to the toehold [25]; however, branch
migration must always be in competition with direct dissociation as a possible pathway to
completion. Obviously, there is no difference between direct dissociation and the final step
of branch migration; however, the preceding steps must compete with direct dissociation
of more than a singly bound base pair. Given that dissociation rates must decrease with
increasing incumbent base pairs, it is not obvious that a single step of branch migration is
always faster than direct dissociation.
Branch migration is thought to occur consecutively with individual homologous base
pairs being exchanged one at a time [25]. If branch migration is naively modeled as a
random walk, then the model for incumbent dissociation is similar to a classic problem in
probability theory, the gambler’s ruin [26]. Here, the competition between the incumbent
and the invader for base pair binding on the substrate is similar to the poor gambler’s at-
tempts to win big against the house. Analysis of the gambler’s ruin problem shows that for
a fair game the gambler will always lose against a player with infinite wealth. An invader
with a stably bound toehold is akin to the house with an infinite bankroll. Therefore, since
the house always wins, it is similarly imagined that a stably bound toehold will always lead
to successful strand displacement. This analogy breaks down for shorter toeholds as the
probability of the invader dissociating before successful displacement increases; however,
the fact that the invader will win remains. Fortunately, there is also a more physical argu-
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ment to explain successful completion of strand displacement. By examining the initial and
final states of strand displacement, it is clear that the invader-substrate duplex share more
base pairs than the incumbent-substrate duplex. The increased base pairing implies a lower
free energy. Therefore, thermodynamically, this reaction can proceed.
1.2.1 Nanotechnology applications of strand displacement
Toehold-mediated strand displacement has become a far-reaching and prevalent tool in the
field of DNA nanotechnology. There are many great features that have attributed to its
extensive interest and use in the field, including the wide availability of low-cost, bespoke
oligos, DNA’s overall suitability as a construction material with predictable structure and
relatively straightforward thermodynamics, and the reaction’s characteristic switching be-
havior with one clearly defined input and output.
The costs of reading and writing DNA have both steadily dropped over the past three
decades [27]. Such fine-grained control over the sequence and length has allowed re-
searchers to build impressive devices such as the DNA robot by Thubagere et al. that
can sort molecular cargoes [28] (see Figure 1.3a). Powered by strand displacement, the
robot sorted two different cargoes which were covalently attached to similar but unique
DNA strands. Beyond sorting, DNA strand displacement is commonly used as an engine to
power locomotion [29, 30]. Similar to the robot, DNA walkers function on a DNA origami
surface where a walker molecule strand displaces with neighboring strands often at the ex-
pense a hairpin fuel source [31]. Dynamic behavior extends beyond physical motion as
strand displacement has also been used to create biosensors. Recently, a DNA origami
sensor was created to act as a nanoactuator [32]. The device was activated by successful
strand displacement with a 22nt human miRNA, thereby acting as a detector.
Strand displacement also has found a myriad of applications in structural DNA nan-
otechnology. Andersen et al. used DNA strand displacement to serve as a ’key’ to open a
DNA origami box with functioning lid [4] (see Figure 1.3b). This holds exciting potential
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Figure 1.3: Strand displacement nanotechnology. (a) Cargo-sorting DNA robot. In this
conceptual illustration, unsorted “cargo” is covalently attached to DNA strands and is arbi-
trarily sorted on a DNA origami raft (grey cylinders). Single and double DNA strands are
arranged as vertical posts and can undergo strand displacement. Cargo strands travel in a
2D random walk across the raft until they are “sorted” into separate piles which correspond
to their lowest free energy state. This figure is taken from reference [28]. (b) Nanoscale
DNA box and controllable lid. A DNA origami box 42× 36× 36 nm3 with a lid “locked”
by two partial duplexes. Two unique invader strands act as “keys” to control lid opening.
A FRET pair is used to observe lid opening and closing. This figure is taken from refer-
ence [4]. (c) AND logic gate. Output C is only produced when both Input A and Input
B are available to interact with the Gate. If either or both input strands are missing, then
Output C is not produced. This matches the truth table for a logical AND gate. This figure
is taken from reference [33]. These figures are shared with permission from the publish-
ers American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and Springer Nature
with the following license numbers: cargo sorting DNA robot - 4380561176563(AAAS),
Origami box with lock and key - 4380570136773(Springer Nature), logical AND gate -
4380570709759(Springer Nature).
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applications in nano-targeted drug delivery as it is not only controllable, but DNA origami
methods have been explored as a solution to cross-resistance in the treatment of tubercu-
losis [34]. In an effort to push the scale of DNA construction, super-molecular structures
which use DNA origami complexes as building blocks have demonstrated self-assembly
[35]. In one instance, DNA strand displacement also has been used to disassemble self-
assembling cages [36].
Besides being a highly useful structural material, DNA can also contain information.
As such, DNA computation has found various functionality in DNA strand displacement
where the abstraction as an input-output black box is the most useful characteristic to DNA
computer engineers as it closely mimics a transistor switch. For example, Zhang et al.
have demonstrated the processing power of DNA in creating logic gates through cascades
of DNA strand displacement [33] (see Figure 1.3c). AND gates and logic inverters (NOT
gates) [37] could conceivably be combined to create NAND gates. Further, as NAND gates
are Boolean complete, all of classical computing can be recovered.
The one-to-one input/output relationship of strand displacement presents a potential
concern as there is a lack of signal amplification; however, even this can be overcome
through a strand displacement dependent amplification process [38] by stacking two sepa-
rate incumbent strands in tandem on a single substrate. This allows a single invader strand
to release both in a single reaction.
1.2.2 Strand exchange and branch migration in biology
The kinetics of strand displacement are dominated by the bimolecular, concentration-dependent
toehold formation step. In most nanotechnology applications, the systems are perfectly
complementary and the branch migration regions are shorter than 50 bp. Further, the sub-
sequent process of branch migration is very fast and, therefore, has little effect on the
overall timescale of the reaction. As a result, bioengineers have paid little attention to
the biophysics of branch migration as it is often thought of a symmetric 1D random walk
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[25]. Nonetheless, as I shall show in Chapter 3, branch migration times are not modeled
so simply. Moreover, branch migration is a critical component in three important biolog-
ical systems: homologous recombination, the CRISPR/Cas system, and transcription (see
Figure 1.4).
Homologous recombination is the process by which nucleotides are exchanged between
a pair of complementary DNA sequences. This is used by the cell as a mechanism to repair
breaks in the genome, as a source of genetic diversity in crossover events during meiosis
I, and as a pathway for genetic exchange during horizontal gene transfer. As with most
cellular processes, homologous recombination is protein-driven and, as such, can appear
differently in different species. At the same time, however, it is highly conserved and exists
in all domains of life [39]. Despite this rich diversity in behavior, homologous recombina-
tion bears a strong resemblance to branch migration. At the molecular level, homologous
recombination must involve the exchange of base pairs between separate strands which, in
the absence of proteins, is branch migration.
CRISPR/Cas (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats/CRISPR-
associated system) is the modern marvel of gene editing that is expected to revolutionize
genetic engineering. It evolved as an adaptive immune system stored within the bacterial
genome and used to recognize and destroy the genetic code of viruses [40]. Within the
past decade, it has been recognized and demonstrated to have the ability to precisely edit
locations in the genome. This is accomplished through a homology search of the Cas com-
plex [41]. Further, mismatch experiments have hinted towards the possibility of behavior
similar to one-dimensional branch migration [42].
Transcription is a key mechanism in the central dogma of molecular biology. It is
the process by which mRNA is created from the DNA genetic library. Like most cellular
functions, it is mediated through an ensemble of proteins whose most prominent member
is RNA polymerase (RNAP) which unwinds double stranded DNA, guides nucleotides into













Figure 1.4: Strand displacement in biology. Homologous recombination is commonly in-
troduced as the process responsible for genetic crossover events between homologous chro-
mosomes; however, it is most widely used in cells to repair detrimental DNA breaks. At
a molecular level, homologous recombination bears a striking resemblance to strand dis-
placement as homologous strands exchange base pairs. CRISPR/Cas9 is the gene-editor’s
most prized tool as it allows for targeted and programmable gene editing. This is accom-
plished through a homology search for the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) site followed
by homologous exchange between the CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and the target gene. Finally,
RNA polymerase transcribes single strand messenger RNA (mRNA) by reading the anti-
sense (template) strand of DNA. The upstream strand of RNA remains bound and must be
displaced by the sense (coding) strand.
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acid’s inherent base pairing ability to produce a complementary strand, a hybrid DNA-RNA
double helix is a necessary product. The upstream edge of RNAP is very interesting as it
has been shown that RNA-DNA and DNA-DNA base pairing strongly govern translocation
and transcription rate [43]. Further, the mRNA must dissociate to fulfill its goal of being
translated. Therefore, the sense DNA strand must invade and displace the RNA strand away
from the antisense strand. A clear analogy exists with branch migration.
Given its relative simplicity compared to protein-mediated reactions, two-way branch
migration could serve as a model system for more complicated biological processes. Deeper
knowledge about the underlying biophysical mechanisms form a much needed foundation
and could provide insight to systems that exchange nucleic acid base pairs.
1.2.3 Current understanding of strand displacement
Due to its compelling biological significance and ideal behavior as a nano-construction
tool, DNA strand displacement has been intensively studied and modeled. For example,
it is known that DNA strand displacement rate depends significantly on the toehold length
[44]. It has previously been shown by Zhang et al. that the overall rate can span several
orders of magnitude by varying the length of the toehold by only a few nucleotides, but
this effect saturates for even the weakest toeholds that are longer than seven nucleotides in
length [24]. They further introduced a phenomenological model that accurately describes
the toehold-length dependent kinetic behavior. However, as a phenomenological model, it
lacked any biophysical insight.
Srinivas et al. combined a 1D energy landscape model, a secondary structure kinet-
ics model, and oxDNA [45], a coarse-grained 3D computational model, to answer some
important biophysical questions about DNA strand displacement [25]. In this approach
they were able to provide some biophysical explanations of the observed rate dependence
on toehold length. They found that it could be explained with two factors: (i) a single
step of branch migration is much slower than the fraying rate of an individual base pair
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Figure 1.5: Strand displacement models. Left. A proposed 1D model for strand displace-
ment maps the free energy for individual steps of strand displacement including two-way
branch migration. This model assumes a few parameters including ∆Gs which is the height
of the transition state for individual branch migration steps and ∆Gp which accounts for
the entropic cost of creating the incumbent dangling end. Right. Pictured is a visualization
of a DNA double helix from oxDNA, a coarse-grained nucleic acid simulation software
which can be used to model strand displacement. Both of these figures were taken from
reference [25] under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License. More
information is available from the journal’s Open Access Inititive.
and (ii) the initial step of branch migration sustains a thermodynamic cost because it cre-
ates an additional overhang at the junction. They explain that the physical justification for
the difference in speed of branch migration versus fraying is due to disruption of stacking
interactions and structural rearrangement in branch migration. They further explain that
the increased free energy barrier for the first step is most likely due to steric effects from
creation of a dangling end in the incumbent.
The effect of a mismatch in DNA strand displacement was previously studied by Ma-
chinek et al. [46] They used bulk fluorescence methods to show that a base pair mismatch in
the invader can provide kinetic control (beyond toehold length adjustment) over the rate of
strand displacement. They also used oxDNA [45] to calculate the free energy landscapes
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of strand displacement reactions containing a mismatch. They used these landscapes to
qualitatively argue that the effect of mismatch dependence is a phenomenon largely due to
kinetics as opposed to equilibrium thermodynamics. Finally, they also presented a beau-
tiful experiment where they highlighted the differences in thermodynamic versus kinetic
control of DNA strand displacement by allowing two invaders (one longer with a mismatch
proximal to a toehold, another shorter one with a mismatch distal to the toehold) to com-
pete in a toehold exchange experiment. For smaller timescales, the shorter invader with the
distal mismatch quickly out-competed the longer invader with the proximal mismatch due
to the kinetic mismatch effect; however, at longer timescales, the longer invader eventually
displaced the shorter invader due to increased base pairing and, therefore, lower total free
energy.
1.3 Unpacking the experimental toolkit for single-molecule biophysics
To better understand the cutting edge of biophysical research, it is helpful to summarize the
overwhelming growth of biological knowledge and interest over the past century and a half.
After Mendel’s discovery of the fundamental law of inheritance [47], geneticists, such as
Thomas Hunt Morgan, sought to understand life through the study of mutants which are or-
ganisms that have been augmented by the addition or subtraction of a small component. On
the other hand, biochemists tackled the problem of life with an antipodal approach whereby
components from organisms are studied individually. These philosophies complement each
other and are well suited to understanding biological function. As an illustration, imagine
wanting to understand the function of how yeast cells digest a particular sugar. The geneti-
cist would isolate strains of yeast that have lost the ability to process the sugar and look to
identify the missing component. Alternatively, the biochemist would digest and fractionate
yeast cells until they found the enzyme that digested the sugar. Despite the high degree of
complementarity, the two fields had surprisingly little interaction until the discovery of the
structure of DNA which opened the doors to the new field of molecular biology [48].
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Figure 1.6: Roadmap of Modern Biology [48]. The study of biological function is ad-
dressed by the two highly complementary fields of genetics and biochemistry. While ge-
netics observes behavior by changing one gene at a time, biochemistry fractionates cellular
proteins to study individual behavior. As the picture suggests, molecular biology spans the
two fields and studies the interaction of genes and proteins.
While geneticists and biochemists are interested in studying the relationship between
biological function with genes and proteins (respectively), molecular biology bridges the
two and seeks to understand the relationship between genes and proteins (see Figure 1.6).
In the past 70 years, field-defining techniques such as gel electrophoresis, polymerase
chain reaction, and molecular cloning have ushered a new era of biological understanding;
however, these techniques only allow measurements on an ensemble or bulk-collection of
molecules which effectively limits quantitative information to average characteristics. The
true reductionist dream was realized with the observation of individual ion channels using
the patch clamp technique [49]. Since then, large advances in biological understanding
have developed due to the invention of powerful techniques like single-molecule fluores-
cence and atomic force microscopy. It is remarkable that a bulk of biophysical understand-
ing is a result of either pushing/pulling molecules [50] or optically inferring molecular
motion [51]. The former is accomplished through well-known techniques such as optical
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tweezers, magnetic tweezers, and atomic force microscopy while the latter is accomplished
through fluorescence-based techniques and tethered particle motion.
Biophysical force probes have uncovered detailed mechanisms in a wide range of sys-
tems including DNA compaction [52], DNA helicase kinetics [53], and Cascade-induced
R-loop formation [54]. Such techniques are capable of probing dynamic behavior of nu-
cleic acids. Indeed, tweezers are commonly used to unzip [55] and stretch [56] DNA.
Given the high similarity between strand displacement and DNA dissociation, it is con-
ceivable that these techniques could provide mechanistic insight; however, this is unlikely
due to the small length scale of interest for strand displacement (∼ 15 nt) which is well
below the working scale of more than 1000 nt for typical tweezers experiments. Further,
strand displacement is an inherently non-equilibrium process which, unlike equilibrium
processes, can only provide one transition/reaction per molecule. This significantly de-
creases the throughput for force probe techniques and renders them unfeasible.
Conversely, fluorescence-based techniques overcome these issues. The working length
scale of FRET is 2 nm to 8 nm [57] which can probe the switch-like behavior of strand
displacement through one or two fluorescent labels on separate DNA strands. Moreover,
throughput is maintained at pragmatic levels by imaging a field of view containing hundreds
of distinct strand displacement reactions. Unfortunately, there is a significant limitation to
fluorescence imaging methods: time resolution. At a reasonable throughput, the fastest
time resolution is on the order of ∼ 4 ms. Faster methods exist such as the single molecule
field effect transistor (smFET) which works by attaching nucleic acid molecules to a single
defect in a carbon nanotube and monitoring electronic signals based on intrinsic molecu-
lar charge [58]. smFET can observe DNA hybridization kinetics with ∼ 1µs resolution;
however, the concern of throughput remains an issue with this method as well.
The experimental work in this thesis relies heavily on the ubiquitous techniques of Flu-
orescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy. In the following subsections, I will explain a few bare essentials in the
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single-molecule biophysicist’s toolkit including the principles of fluorescence and FRET,
how TIRF microscopy is implemented to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio, and how
quartz slides and glass cover slips are transformed into arenas upon which the experiments
are conducted.
1.3.1 Fluorescence and FRET
Since molecules exist at a length scale far below the diffraction limit, clever techniques
must be developed to visualize them. A rather direct method of observation is to covalently
attach a bright fluorophore to the molecule of interest. This is similar to blasting a bright
spotlight or beacon to some observer out in space. We can understand the photophysics
of such processes through a very simple model of absorption and emission (photolumines-
cence).
Excitation: E0 + ~ωex = E1 (1.1)
Emission: E1 = E0 + ~ωem + heat (1.2)
In this model, the molecule is raised from a lower energy state (E0) to a higher energy
state (E1) by absorbing a photon with energy ~ωex. The system decays to a lower energy
state and emits a photon with energy ~ωem. In a phenomenon known as Stokes shift, the
emission photon will often have a lower energy than the excitation photon, thus the ex-
cess energy is given off as heat. The excitation and emission spectra of Cy5, a commonly
used dye, is shown in Figure 1.7. The Stoke shift, properly defined as the difference in
wavelength between the spectral maxima, is clearly visible in the plot. Photoluminescence
can be broadly divided into two categories of emission: fluorescence and phosphorescence.
The differences between the two mechanisms are best described by a Jablonksi diagram
(see Figure 1.8). Electronic energy levels are represented by bold horizontal lines while
thin horizontal lines represent energy levels for excited vibrational states. Fluorescence oc-
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Figure 1.7: Cy5 spectra and Stokes shift. The relative intensity for excitation and emission
of Cy5 are plotted against the wavelength. The maximum of each spectrum is denoted by
a dashed line. The Stokes shift can be observed as the difference in wavelength between
these two peaks indicating an energy difference between the absorbed and emitted photon.
Data was taken from ThermoFisher Scientific [59].
curs when the system transitions from an excited electronic singlet state to a lower energy
singlet state while emitting a photon with energy equal to the difference in energy levels.
Such processes occur with characteristic timescales of 10−9 s to 10−8 s [60]. Phosphores-
cence occurs when the system relaxes through intersystem crossing. In such a process,
the spin of the excited electron is reversed through spin-orbit coupling as it enters a triplet
state. Phosphorescence has a much slower characteristic time of 10−3 s to 1 s (or longer)
[60] due to its spin-flip transition from the excited triplet state to the ground singlet state.
Incidentally, these differences in time scales explain why, upon flicking the light switch,
fluorescent bulbs no longer shine while phosphorescent glow-in-the-dark toys do. When
using fluorescence in the lab, two practical issues will be encountered: photoblinking and
photobleaching. Photoblinking is defined as a temporary (but repeated) drop in fluorescent
intensity while photobleaching is an irreversible phenomenon where the fluorophore is said
to “switch off”. Clearly, both can wreak havoc in an experiment. For example, imagine
monitoring the binding of a labeled transcription factor to DNA. It is impossible to dis-
tinguish binding and unbinding from an entirely bound protein with a photoblinking fluo-
rophore. Similarly, a photobleached fluorphore can no longer act like a spotlight to provide
information. Clearly, this poses a serious issue and must be dealt with. Photoblinking is
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Figure 1.8: Jablonski diagram of photoluminescence. This schematic illustrates the elec-
tronic states of a photoluminescent molecule. The molecule absorbs a photon and is excited
from the ground state of S0 to an excited vibrational state of S1, another singlet state. After
non-radiative transfer (dotted line), the system can decay to an excited vibrational state of
S0 via fluorescence. Alternatively, the molecule can undergo intersystem crossing (dashed
line) and transition to a triplet state, T1, through a spin flip. Due to the“forbidden” spin
transition, the system will take longer to decay back to S0 via phosphorescence.
believed to be related to the formation of long-lived non-fluorescent triplet states as a result
of non-radiative transitions [61]. Molecular oxygen is an effective quencher of the triplet
state and thus is a potential choice for inhibiting photoblinking. However, in an ironic fate,
molecular oxygen is a primary driver of photobleaching [62]. This leaves the experimenter
with a choice: retain molecular oxygen and find a way to fix photobleaching or remove
molecular oxygen and find a way to fix photoblinking. Common practice has firmly cho-
sen the latter with 2-mercaptoethanol or Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-
2-carboxylic acid) being popular alternatives to singlet oxygen as a triplet state quencher.
Enzymatic oxygen-scavenging systems such as glucose oxidase and catalase (GODCAT)
and protocatechuic acid (PCA)/protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase (PCD) remove oxygen
through enzymatic catalysis thereby reducing photobleaching. While photobleaching is
never fully halted, the timescale of photobleaching can usually be decoupled from the
timescale of experimental interest.
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A single fluorophore label on a molecule can inform us about the existence and spa-
tiotemporal position of a molecule. In the context of binding assays, this can be extremely
informative. We have even designed and studied strand displacement with a single flu-
orophore construct. The results of which are contained in Chapter 5. At first glance, it
seems that the extent of knowledge we can gain from such experiments is limited to simple
kinetic binding assays albeit with the addition of spectrally distinct fluorophores to distin-
guish multiple molecular species. However, the phenomenon of FRET opens a wide door
of possibilities such as protein folding [63], conformational changes of CRISPR/Cas9 [64],
and DNA bending [65]. Details of intermolecular conformational changes can be tracked
by using two dyes which act as proximity sensors. This is accomplished by energy transfer
from an excited fluorescent dye called a donor to a nearby unexcited fluorescent dye called
an acceptor through a dipole-dipole interaction.
FRET is inherently quantum mechanical since it involves a discrete electromagnetic
interaction (photon) between two molecules. Further, it occurs at lengths much smaller
than the photon wavelength which corresponds to the classical near-field region. Finally,
the photon exchanged between the donor and acceptor is short lived and undetectable (vir-
tual) as it violates the conservation of energy and momentum. The involvement of virtual
photons implies a fully quantitative understanding that must come from quantum electro-
dynamics. While a complete theoretical treatment is beyond the scope of this thesis, I will
provide a heuristic derivation which follows from reference [66] that starts with Fermi’s
golden rule and the classical dipole-dipole interaction energy to arrive at a famous result.
We begin with a description of the process.
D + ~ωex → D∗ (1.3)
D∗ + A→ D + A∗ (1.4)
A∗ → A+ ~ωem (1.5)
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This is similar to standard photoluminescence with the additional step of energy transfer
from an excited donor, D∗, to an unexcited acceptor, A. Fermi’s golden rule describes the
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The initial wavefunction is Ψi = ψD∗ψA and the final wavefunction is Ψf = ψDψA∗ . The







where the orientation factor, κ, is defined as κ = µ̂D · µ̂A − 3(µ̂D · r̂)(µ̂A · r̂). A quantum





where ψ∗X is the complex conjugate of the ground state wavefunction, ψX∗ is the excited
state wavefunction, and e is the electron charge. The density of states can be connected to







where fD is the donor emission spectrum and εA is the molar extinction coefficient of the





where QD is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor in the absence of the acceptor,
n is the index of refraction, NA is Avogadro’s number, and τD is the mean lifetime of the
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excited donor stateD∗. It is helpful to consider the energy transfer efficiency simply known















where the Förster radius is defined as R0 = r(τDkt)1/6, IA is the intensity of acceptor,
and ID is the intensity of the donor. FRET efficiency defines the relationship between
distance and experimentally measurable intensities. The ability to infer distances from ex-
perimentally measured fluorophore intensities is what makes FRET such a powerful single-
molecule tool as nanoscale ruler.
There are many choices of FRET pairs available. One of the most conventional FRET
dye pairs are Cyanine 3 (Cy3) and Cyanine 5 (Cy5). Their wide utility is justified by several
characteristics, including small size (∼ 10 Å), high brightness (high extinction coefficient
and quantum yield), and well-known labeling protocols. Most importantly, their spectra
overlap significantly which is required for FRET (see Equation 1.9). The absorption and
emission maxima are 550 nm and 565 nm for Cy3 and 655 nm and 667 nm for Cy5 [57].
Their difference in spectral emissions is also important as it allows for spectral separa-
tion through filtering. Cyanine dyes form a closely related family of chemical structures
with differences mostly existing in the number of conjugated pi bonds between the ring
structures. This unique structure allows for a special application of the simplest quantum
mechanical model, the particle-in-a-box. Figure 1.9 justifies the coarse model. The well
known solution of the energy eigenvalues dictates the expected difference between energy
levels to depend on the length, ∆E = π
2~2
2mL2
(n2f − n2i ). Therefore, the wavelength λabs of
an absorbed photon is proportional to the square of the length of the well, λabs ∼ L2. Such
a crude model provides an outstanding agreement with experiment; however, this has been
shown to be less related to the flat energy landscape assumption and more related to the
accidental fact that the electronic energy difference (HOMO-LUMO gap) is not perturbed
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Figure 1.9: Particle-in-a-box model for cyanine dyes. The chemical structure of Cy5 is
shown in the upper left. In the bottom left, the conjugated pi bonds create a bridge for
electrons that do not belong to a single atom but are shared between a group of atoms. In
the bottom right, a coarse model can be intuited where the nitrogen atoms serve as barriers
and the conjugated pi bonds provide a relatively flat energy landscape. In the top right,
the model is naturally extended to the analytically solvable particle in a box. This figure is
adapted from reference [67] under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share
Alike 3.0 United States License.
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by the periodicity in the potential. [68].
1.3.2 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM)
A firm understanding of the principles of microscopy is absolutely essential to observe sin-
gle fluorescent molecules. In fact, the photons leaving the fluorescent label are completely
useless to the experimenter without a controlled method to excite the fluorophore then cap-
ture and record the resulting emission. For the most part, microscope construction is guided
by an understanding of optical filters, simple geometric optics, and the thin lens equation,
1/o+ 1/i = 1/f , where o and i are the distances to the lens from the object and the image,
respectively, and f is the focal length of the lens; however, a complete appreciation for the
physical details of total internal reflection (TIR) requires physical optics.
We begin with a physical description of electromagnetic plane waves encountering a
boundary formed between two homogeneous media. Any arbitrarily polarized plane wave
can be decomposed into 2 orthogonally polarized plane waves. The conventional choices
are the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations so named for
the corresponding field that is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (see Figure 1.10).
These also respectively correspond to their confusing but canonical names: s and p. All
electromagnetic phenomena must satisfy the continuity equations across a boundary (de-
fined by normal vector n̂ which points along the positive z direction):
n̂ · [D1 −D2] = n̂ · [B1 −B2] = n̂× [E1 − E2] = n̂× [H1 −H2] = 0. (1.12)
If we define the plane of incidence as the x-z plane, these conditions can only be met at the
boundary if all phases are equal which implies ωI = ωR = ωT = ω and kIx = kRx = kTx.
Since the incident and reflected wave occupy the same medium, they must have equal
magnitudes, kI = kR = k1. Equal magnitudes and equal x components of the incident and
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Figure 1.10: Reflection and refraction of plane waves. The wave vectors (k) and field
vectors (E and H) of the incident, reflected, and transmitted plane waves are shown
for two different orthogonal polarizations. In this figure, the index of refraction of the
first medium is smaller than second medium hence θT is smaller than θI . Circles and
crosses represent vectors coming out of and into the incidence plane. This figure is re-
drawn from Figure 17.4 in reference [69] with permission from Cambridge University
Press. More information is available at http://www.cambridge.org/about-us/
rights-permissions/permissions/.
reflected wave vectors imply the law of reflection.
θI = θR = θ1 (1.13)
For symmetry, we write θT = θ2. Comparing the incident and transmitted wave vectors,




sin θ1 = kTx = n2
ω
c
sin θ2 =⇒ n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 (1.14)
When light passes from a higher to a lower index of refraction, Snell’s law requires the
existence of a critical angle θc = sin−1(n2/n1) at which θ2 = π/2 and all light is reflected.
This is the phenomenon of TIR. If we examine the z-component of the transmitted wave
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sin2 θ1 − sin2 θc
(1.15)
The last expression shows that kTz is purely imaginary when θ1 > θc (i.e. TIR). Upon
closer inspection of the last term, we can identify the characteristic length scale as the




where λ0 is the wavelength of the light in vacuum.
Because the solution to a plane wave can be written as an oscillating exponential (imaginary
argument), we can now see that the electric field in the lower index medium exponentially
decays in the z direction.
E2(x, z) = ET e
−z/dexp[i(k1x sin θ1 − ωt)] (1.16)
The exponentially decaying refracted wave is known as an evanescent wave. For visible
wavelengths and refractive indices close to water (∼ 1.33), the penetration depth takes on
values between 100 nm and 200 nm [70, 71]. This shallow penetration depth is the key to
using TIR to study single molecules. By providing excitation close to the surface, we can
observe individual molecules that are nearby (or bound to) the surface separate from the
bulk of molecules that may be freely diffusing in solution.
Generally, there are two configurations through which to accomplish TIRFM: objective-
type TIRFM (cis-geometry) where the excitation and emission light paths are both focused
by the objective lens and prism-type TIRFM (trans-geometry) where the excitation beam
passes through a quartz prism sitting above the sample. Prism-type TIRFM can often pass
the excitation beam far above the critical angle to dramatically decrease the penetration
depth; however, the emission signal must pass through the entire specimen which can
cause spherical aberrations for thick samples. Further, fluorescence is anisotropic [73]
and stronger toward glass which means prism-type has a lower collection efficiency than
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Figure 1.11: Objective-type TIRFM. Excitation begins on the left with 640 nm and 532 nm
laser sources. Light from the 532 nm laser beam is expanded as it passes through L1 which
acts as a diverging lens and is collimated by L2. Meanwhile, light from the 640 nm laser
exits a fiber optic cable and is collimated by L3. The light passes through two pairs of
mirrors (broadband mirrors are shown in solid lines, dichroic mirrors are represented by
dashed lines). The number of mirrors are important because a pair of mirrors can place
any incoming laser beam into any desired orientation. Thus, the first pair of mirrors is
used to “walk the beam” of the 532 nm laser to coincide with the 640 nm laser, The second
pair of mirrors allows both laser beams to pass through L4, reflect off the small cylindrical
mirror [72], and focus onto the back focal plane of the objective (not shown). The beam
passes through index-matching immersion oil and the cover slip then totally internally re-
flects at the specimen interface producing an evanescent wave. After TIR, the excitation
light is blocked by a small piece of blackout cardboard. The emission from the sample is
collimated by the objective into the infinity space and exits the microscope. An adjustable
slit is placed at the focal point of the tube lens to crop the image for later placement on
the electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD). The emission passes through a
custom-made beam splitter to separately visualize the Cy3 and Cy5 spectra. Relay lenses
(L5 and L6) form the image on the EMCCD with 1:1 magnification. Background signal is
removed with a bandpass filter (F1) and longpass filter (F2).
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objective-type [74]. By contrast, objective-type TIRFM does not require a quartz prism
and, therefore, allows access to the top of the slide. While objective-type has a higher
background due to the laser passing through oil-immersion optics, it can be accomplished
with glass slides which are cheaper than the quartz slides required for prism-type. More-
over, in prism-type TIRFM, molecules must be immobilized on quartz slides which have to
be cleaned thoroughly before experiment, whereas objective-type TIRFM employs single-
use glass cover slips which are much cheaper.
For these reasons, we employed objective-type TIRF to visualize fluorescently labelled
molecules attached to a glass cover slip (see Figure 1.10). Conventionally, objective-type
TIRF is accomplished with a multi-band dichroic mirror to reflect excitation laser light and
allow emission signal to pass through; however, we utilize a small cylindrical mirror that
direct the laser light towards the objective [72] and a small piece of optical blackout board
to block the light from the excitation pathway. The mirror and cardboard are mounted onto
stages that allow for adjustment of the beam path through the objective. As the beam is
moved toward the edge of the objective, the beam exits the objective at a steeper angle.
Once the critical angle is reached, the laser beam totally internally reflects at the boundary
and is collected by the objective. As discussed before, an exponentially decaying field with
identical wavelength is created on the other side of the boundary [69]. This evanescent
wave decays exponentially with a characteristic length of around 200 nm [70, 71] which
can be used to excite a fluorophore near the surface. The excitation pathway, which could
either be 532 nm or 640 nm laser light, includes a telescope for beam expansion, a lens for
focusing on the back focal plane of the objective, and two pairs of mirrors which allow
full control of the alignment of both lasers. The emission light passes through a slit for
cropping, a beam splitter for spectral separation, and is filtered for background signal and











Figure 1.12: Flow cell design. On the left is an exploded, isometric view of the flow cell.
The double sided tape is cut to form individual reaction channels so that many experiments
can be performed on each flow cell. On the right is a side view of a complete flow cell.
1/16” tubing is inserted into the drilled holes so that a pump can withdraw buffer and
sample from a reservoir (constructed from a micropipette tip) through the flow cell and
into a syringe. 5-minute epoxy is used to seal any gaps left from construction.
1.3.3 Setting the experimental stage
After discussing fluorophores as well as how to illuminate and image them with TIRFM,
one final tool remains to be explored: mise en scène of the experimental arena, including
the surface attachment of molecules and construction of flow cells. In an effort to increase
throughput of experimental data, flow cells were constructed with perforated glass slides,
cover slips, double sided tape, and 5-minute epoxy (Fig. 1.14). The strips of double sided
tape serve as 0.1 mm tall channels guides. Care must be taken to ensure the tape has
properly sealed to both the slide and cover slip or else risk leaking buffer into other channels
thereby cross-contaminating while also losing an airtight seal. If precise control of flow is
critical to the experiment, then plumbing can be added that will attach to a syringe pump.
Pipette tips serve as excellent reservoirs for buffer to be introduced to the system while
1/16” tubing can be epoxied to the exit port and relayed to the syringe.
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(a) CNC jig (b) Plasma cleaner (c) Flow cell with plumbing
Figure 1.13: Constructing flow cells. We designed and machined an aluminum jig for the
precise and rapid drilling of holes into glass slides. A CNC machine was used to machine
the jig and to drill holes in slides. Plasma etching cleans glass slides and cover slips by
bombarding the organic debris with highly energized nitrogen plasma. Clean slides and
cover slips can be assembled into flow cells with double sided tape and epoxy.
Holes can be drilled into glass with 0.05” diameter diamond-plated drill bits. Holes can
be manually drilled by reconfiguring a handheld rotary Dremel into a miniature drill press;
however, manually drilling holes in glass slides is difficult and time-consuming due to the
high level of precision and care required. To overcome this, we designed an aluminum
jig (see Figure 1.13a) that can firmly hold three slides and is to be used in conjunction
with a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine that will precisely and accurately
drill holes. Automation of the hole-drilling process tremendously increases throughput and
reproducibility in the glass slides.
Prior to construction, slides and cover slips must be cleaned to remove unwanted fluo-
rescent signal and to isolate the system. This can be accomplished through either chemical
or plasma etching. Chemical etching involves several rounds of sonication in deionized
water, acetone, and potassium hydroxide. This method is costly and wasteful as fresh
chemicals must be used each and every time. Further, potassium hydroxide is corrosive
and must be respected when worked with. In contrast, plasma etching (see Figure 1.13b)
exposes the glass to intense oxygen plasma to remove organic debris. It uses atmospheric
nitrogen as its gas source and, therefore, produces no chemical waste. In addition to pro-
ducing less waste, plasma cleaning can produce a higher number of cleaned slides and
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cover slips in a shorter amount of time compared to chemical etching. A typical protocol
for plasma cleaning is listed below.
1. Scrub glass slides with a test tube brush in soapy water to remove any remaining
epoxy or double sided tape from previous use.
2. After rinsing, sonicate slides and cover slips for 10 minutes in deionized (DI) water.
3. Remove slides and cover slips from the water and place them into the plasma cleaner.
4. Seal the door and power on the vacuum (but not the radio frequency source) for 10
minutes to dry the slides and cover slips.
5. Power on the radio frequency source for 10 minutes.
After cleaning, flow cells can be passivated and functionalized before or after flow
cell construction depending on the desired method. Proper surface functionalization is
important because it ensures the molecule of interest is immobilized in a controlled manner
while passivation protects against non-specific interactions with the surface. There are three
surface passivation and functionalization methods used in this thesis (see Figure 1.14):
1. Biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA). After cleaning, flow cells are constructed.
Before an experiment, 50µL of 0.2 mg/mL biotinylated BSA is flown into the cell
and incubated for 5 minutes.
2. PEGylation. 80 mg of mPEG-silane and 2 mg of biotin-PEG-silane are suspended in
100 mM sodium bicarbonate solution. 75µL are pipetted onto a clean slide. A cover
slip is carefully placed over the wetted slide so that no air bubbles are formed. After
1 hour incubation in the dark, slides and cover slips are separated and rinsed with DI
water and dried with compressed air. Finally, flow cells are constructed.
3. Slides and cover slips are rinsed twice in hexane. 50µL of dimethyldichlorosilane
(DDS) is added to a slide and cover slip container that is completely filled with hex-
ane to avoid air and moisture contact. The container is sealed and shaken for 1.5 hr.
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Figure 1.14: Surface passivation and functionalization of a cover slip. Left, biotinylated
BSA. Middle, PEG. Right, Tween20.
Slides and cover slips are rinsed with fresh hexane and sonicated for 2 min in rep-
etition for a total of 3 times. Slides and cover slips are air dried, and flow cells are
constructed. Before the experiment, 50µL of 0.2 mg/mL biotinylated BSA is flown
into the cell and incubated for 5 minutes. After washing with T50 buffer (20 mM
Tris and 50 mM NaCl at pH 8.0), 100µL of 0.2% Tween20 in T50 is incubated for
10 minutes.
Later, all flow cells were rinsed with 50µL of T50 followed by 25µL of 0.2 mg/mL
NeutrAvidin, which strongly binds to biotin at several sites and, therefore, can allow spe-
cific attachment of biotinylated DNA to the surface. Simple coating with BSA-biotin is
the easiest and cheapest of the three methods; however, non-specific binding is the largest
concern especially with cover slips and slides that have not been thoroughly cleaned. PE-
Gylation and Tween20 offer consistent protection against non-specific binding; however,
PEGylation is more costly. Quality of surfaces can tested for cleanliness by examina-
tion of the surface under laser illumination. Non-specific interactions can be quantified by
counting spots after introducing 200 nM of a short fluorescently labeled oligo. Acceptable




Experiments were digitally captured and recorded into binary files from an EMCCD camera
with in-house Win32 Visual C++ software (see Figure 1.15). The program makes use of
the camera manufacturer API as well as serial commands provided in the laser and pump
operation manual to communicate with peripheral devices. The software includes helpful
features for the experimenter such as file name protection which can change the current
data file name to avoid overwriting previously written data with the same name. Further, the
user can freely choose the working directory and save files in any location on the computer.
Also, the software relays commands to both laser beams and the pump over an RS-232
serial data connection. The software allows for full control of the 532 nm and 640 nm
lasers, including power/intensity regulation and the internal shutter. Finally, the syringe
pump timing can be controlled which is important for experiments that require precise and
accurate knowledge of the start time such as stopped-flow experiments.
The raw image data stored in the binary files present challenges when it comes to pro-
cessing the data. For instance, an essential task when processing single-molecule experi-
ments is to locate and identify spots in an image. This is a well-known problem in image
processing, and there are even open source plugins available for the image processing pro-
gram ImageJ [75] which are specifically dedicated to single-molecule data analysis [76].
Data in this thesis were processed with in-house MATLAB code. To prepare the image
data, local background levels are calculated and subtracted from the image. We locate spots
through a peak detection algorithm that counts peaks as individual threshold crossings that
are well-separated from other intensity variations.
For FRET experiments, it is important to colocalize the image so that signals from dif-
ferent locations on the EMCCD (due to spectral separation) can be recognized as occurring
at the same location in real space. This is accomplished by manually identifying the loca-
tion of several control molecules where it is obvious that the signal in both spectral channels
is from the same molecule. After selecting several sets of matching pairs, we can generate
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Figure 1.15: Instrumentation and camera software flowchart. On the left, the EMCCD cam-
era, both laser beams, and the syringe pump are controlled by a single piece of software
running on the computer. This allows for fast workflow and precise control over exper-
iments especially ones that require precise timing of the connected instruments. On the
right, the flowchart for the control software describes the data acquisition process. At start-
up serial ports are initialized for communication with the lasers and pump. The EMCCD is
initialized, and the software waits for a user prompt to grab and record data until either the
user prompts to end acquisition or the predetermined time has been exceeded. This con-
trol loop can be modified to control the laser and pump behavior to suit the experimenter’s
needs.
an affine transformation, which does not preserve area but does preserve collinearity, be-
tween the image halves. This is accomplished with the fitgeotrans function in MATLAB.
After candidate spots have been identified, time traces of fluorescent intensity for the spot
location can be generated by calculating the sum of the surrounding pixel values for each




ERASE: A NOVEL SURFACE RECONDITIONING STRATEGY FOR
SINGLE-MOLECULE EXPERIMENTS
The last chapter provided an introduction to toehold-mediated strand displacement and
described some tools that allow individual biomolecules to be located and observed. This
chapter seeks to combine these two topics by demonstrating strand displacement in action
at the single-molecule level. Toehold-mediated strand displacement reactions have been
previously studied with single-molecule tools such as FRET and atomic force microscopy;
however, the focus of these studies was not strand displacement itself. For example, some
were to better understand DNA motors powered by strand displacement [77] or to observe
large scale structural changes resulting from a strand displacement reaction [7].
This chapter’s focus will be directed toward harnessing the power of strand displace-
ment in single-molecule experiments. We will use single-molecule imaging to observe
toehold-mediated strand displacement. In a reciprocal symbiosis, we will demonstrate how
the strand displacement reaction can be used to enhance current methodologies in single-
molecule fluorescence imaging by saving time spent for experiment preparation as well as
decreasing the cost per experiment. Further, we will present an interesting application that
will extend the throughput of surface-base single-molecule experiments.
As presented, this chapter is based on a manuscript in preparation for submission as:
D. B. Broadwater, R. B. Altman, S. C. Blanchard, and H. D. Kim, “ERASE: a novel
surface reconditioning strategy for single-molecule experiments”.
2.1 Abstract
While surface-based single-molecule experiments have revolutionized our understanding
of biology and biomolecules, the workflow in preparing for such experiments, especially
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surface cleaning and functionalization, remains labor-intensive and time-consuming. Even
worse, meticulously assembled flow channels can be used only once for most experi-
ments. A reusable surface would thus dramatically increase productivity and efficiency
of single-molecule experiments. In this paper, we report a novel surface reconditioning
strategy termed ERASE (Epitaxial Removal Aided by Strand Exchange) that allows a sin-
gle flow cell to be used for vast repetition of single-molecule experiments. In this method,
biomolecules immobilized to the surface through a nucleic acid duplex are liberated when
a competing DNA strand disrupts the duplex via toehold-mediated strand displacement.
We demonstrate the wide-range applicability of this method with various common surface
preparation techniques, fluorescent dyes, and biomolecules including the bacterial ribo-
some. Beyond time and cost savings, we also show ERASE can assort molecules based on
a nucleic acid barcode sequence, thus allowing experiments on different molecules in paral-
lel. Our method increases the utility of prepared surfaces and is a significant improvement
to the current single-use paradigm.
2.2 Introduction
Surface-based, single-molecule experiments comprise an essential toolkit to study biophys-
ical mechanisms. In these experiments, the molecules of interest are tethered to a glass
surface via a strong cohesive interaction between the surface and the molecule. Complexes
that contain a nucleic acid component are often tethered via hybridization of the nucleic
acid component to a single-stranded DNA bound to the surface. Such a tethering scheme
has been used for many important biological systems, which include nucleosomes [78, 79],
polymerases [80, 81], endonucleases [82], ribosomes [83, 84, 85, 86, 87], ribozymes [88],
riboswitches [89], the DNA mismatch repair system [90, 91, 92], and CRISPR/Cas9 [93,
42].
The power of single-molecule investigation is best harnessed when molecules are housed
inside a flow chamber rigged with an inlet and an outlet for liquid delivery. One of the ad-
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vantages of this setup is the capability to change the solution phase by simple perfusion.
Reversible reaction rates can then be measured from surface-bound molecules in various
buffer conditions using the same flow channel. However, irreversible reaction steps such as
high-affinity ligand binding and ATP or GTP hydrolysis can only be measured once from
the molecules within the field of view, which constitutes only a tiny fraction of the flow
chamber surface. In this regard, the flow chamber is heavily underutilized.
Similarly, host complexes of a different composition or sequence must often be inves-
tigated in separate flow channels [42, 94] unless they are modified with a different fluo-
rescent label. Therefore, researchers have to prepare multiple flow channels to experiment
with variants of the host complex or to obtain statistics for rate measurements. In our
experience, preparing flow channels remains one of the most labor-intensive steps of the
experimental procedure. A simple wash protocol that allows repeated usage of a single
flow channel for different molecules would thus be highly beneficial to the single-molecule
biophysics community.
In pursuit of such strategy, we noted that even a stable DNA duplex can be completely
disrupted by a reaction called toehold-mediated strand displacement [94]. In this reaction,
a single-stranded DNA molecule called the “invader” strand hybridizes to the substrate
DNA strand in the toehold region and unzips the adjacent incumbent DNA strand by way
of branch migration. We reasoned that this switch functionality could be harnessed as a
surface reformatting tool, which would reduce the amount of time and materials necessary
for preparing new flow cells.
Here, we introduce a novel surface-clearing strategy termed ERASE (Epitaxial Refor-
matting Aided by Strand Exchange). This method (see Figure 2.1(a)) involves three nucleic
acid oligomers referred to as anchor, tether, and switch. The anchor is a short (10-15 nt)
biotinylated oligomer that serves as the surface attachment site. The tether is the extension
of the nucleic acid component of the complex of interest, which is purposefully designed





















 b Anchor Tether Reset
Figure 2.1: ERASE in action. (a) Biotinylated anchor molecules are immobilized on the
surface. Cy3 labeled molecules with a tether are pumped into the flow cell and hybridize
with the anchors. After reaching steady-state, switch molecules are flowed in. Strand dis-
placement begins by binding of the switch to the open toehold region of the tether molecule.
After branch migration, the anchor is displaced and the tether-switch duplex returns to solu-
tion. (b) After annealing to the anchor molecules, the tether molecules reach a steady-state
surface density. The switch molecules entirely remove the anchor-bound tether molecules
allowing the experiment to be repeated. The scale bar is 10 µm. (c) Molecule counts over
30 second intervals from the same field of view are plotted. The high molecule count is
maintained across several rounds of ERASE while the switch molecule efficiently removes
all tether molecules.
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Figure 2.2: Binding rate to anchor molecules. We measured the mean fluorescence from
Cy3 labeled DNA binding to anchor molecules on a PEGylated surface. To avoid photo-
bleaching the laser is strobed for 2 second intervals every 30 seconds at an exposure time of
500 ms. The data is fitted with a single exponential to obtain a rate of anchor hybridization.
As a control, Cy3 labeled DNA is introduced to a surface without anchor molecules.
spacer domain. The switch is fully complementary to the spacer and anchor domain of
the tether molecule. According to this scheme, the experimental complex is immobilized
through base pairing between the anchor and tether, while the addition of the switch re-
moves the surface-tethered complexes through toehold-mediated strand displacement. Af-




Custom nucleic acid oligomers were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies and mod-
ified to include a Cy3 or Cy5 fluorophore near the 5′ end or a biotin linker at either the
5′ or 3′ end. Unmodified switch molecules were ordered from Eurofins Scientific. The
specific sequences are in Table 2.1. 70S ribosomal complexes were prepared as described
previously [84].
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Figure 2.3: Consecutive rounds of ERASE. (a) We measured the rate of mean fluorescence
over rounds of ERASE. Similar rate constants were extracted from single exponential fits
of anchor hybridization for several consecutive rounds of ERASE. (b) We measured the
rate of mean fluorescence for Cy3 labeled DNA after introducing the switch. The switch
molecule is introduced at 10 seconds. Decrease in fluorescence is complete in tens of
seconds and is similar from Trial 1 to Trial 6. A control switch with a different sequence
does not engender a change in fluorescence.


















2.3.2 Slide and cover slip cleaning and functionalization
8 holes were drilled by computer numerical control (CNC) across both long edges of a
quartz slide using a diamond drill bit. Quartz slides and cover slips were sonicated for
10 min in Milli-Q water and dried by vacuum for 10 min. Slides and cover slips were
then placed in an upright position and plasma cleaned for 10 min (Harrick Plasma, PDC-
32G). Flow cells were constructed by laying thin strips of double-stick tape across the
slide. After aligning and pressing the cover slip against the slide, the open edges were
sealed with 5-minute epoxy. Three surface functionalization methods were performed:
1) BSA, 2) PEGylation, and 3) DDS–Tween-20+BSA. 1) After slide construction, 25 µL
biotinylated BSA (1 mg mL−1) was incubated for 5 min in the flow cell. 2) Prior to flow
cell construction, 2 mg of biotin-PEG-silane was mixed with 80 mg of mPEG-silane into
320 µL of 100 mM sodium bicarbonate solution. 80 µL of PEG solution was poured onto
the quartz slide. The cover slip was placed on top of the slide and both were incubated
at room temperature for an hour. The pair was disassembled, washed with Milli-Q water,
and dried with compressed air. Flow cells were then assembled as described above. 3)
After construction, slides and cover slips were rinsed in hexane and incubated in an upright
container with a solution containing 75 mL hexane and 50 µL dichlorodimethylsilane for
1.5 h while gently shaking. The slides and cover slips were sonicated 3 times in fresh
hexane for 2 min each. After slide construction, 25 µL biotinylated BSA (1 mg mL−1) was
incubated for 5 min in the flow cell. Then 100 µL 0.2% Tween-20 in T50 (10 mM Tris-HCl,
50 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) was incubated for 10 min in the flow cell. After all 3 passivation
techniques, the surface was neutravidin coated.
2.3.3 Experimental Setup
Objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy was performed to image
single molecules with a commercial microscope (Olympus IX81). Cy3 labeled molecules
were excited by 532 nm laser (NT66-968, B&W Tek), and Cy5 labeled molecules were
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excited by 640 nm laser (CUBE 640-30FP, Coherent). Images were captured by EM-
CCD (DU-897ECS0-#BV, Andor Technology) at 100 ms exposure and 2x2 binned by
our in-house software. A syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump System) was used
to control flow volume and flow rate (15 µL s−1). Nucleic acid molecules were pumped
into flow cells in oxygen-scavenging imaging buffer containing 1 mM 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-
tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), 5 mM protocatechuic acid, 100 nM pro-
tocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7), and 1 M NaCl. Experiments
with 70S ribosome complexes were performed in Tris-polymix buffer containing 50 mM
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM NH4(CH3COO), 0.5 mM CaCl2,
0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM putrescine, and 1 mM spermidine in the presence of an oxygen-
scavenging buffer consisting of 2 mM protocatechuic acid, 50 nM protocatechuate 3,4-
dioxygenase, and 1 mM Trolox. The fluorescent signal was recorded and analyzed using
in-house MATLAB software. Molecules were counted by peak detection by threshold.
2.4 Results
To demonstrate this method, we first tried a Cy3 labeled single-stranded DNA oligonu-
cleotide containing a tether and a shorter biotinylated DNA strand as the anchor (see Fig-
ure 2.1(a)). The anchor molecules were introduced at ∼1 nM, which would correspond to
a density of 1 anchor/(120 nm)2 at full adsorption. This surface density is high enough to
provide ample binding sites for the tether, but low enough to prevent any nearest-neighbor
interaction. The tether was then introduced at 50 pM, which resulted in an increasing num-
ber of spots in the field of view. The time-dependence of this increase could be fit to a
negative single exponential model (see Figure 2.2), which suggests that tethers bind to the
surface via densely populated anchors in a pseudo first order process.
We next performed ERASE on the flow channel by introducing the switch at 500 pM.
The number of spots quickly decayed to the background level over a few seconds (see Fig-
ure 2.1(b), Figure 2.3(b)). As shown in Figure 2.1(c), the number of spots in the same field
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Figure 2.4: Binding rates for various surface and nucleic acids. (a) We measured the rate
of mean fluorescence for Cy3 labeled DNA across different surface passivation schemes.
Similar rate constants were extracted from single exponential fits of anchor hybridization
for the first and sixth round of ERASE for three surface passivation techniques: 1) PEGy-
lation, 2) BSA, 3) DDS–Tween-20+BSA. (b) We measured the rate of mean fluorescence
for different sequences of Cy3 labeled DNA and Cy5 labeled RNA. Similar rate constants
were extracted from single exponential fits of anchor hybridization for the first and sixth
round of ERASE for different nucleic acids: 1) DNA with internally labeled Cy3, 2) DNA
with a different sequence and end labeled with Cy3, 3) RNA with the same sequence as 2)
and end labeled with Cy5.
Figure 2.5: ERASE and 70S complex. We measured the rate of mean fluorescence for 70S
complexes after introducing the switch. The switch molecule is introduced at 10 seconds.
Decrease in fluorescence is complete in a few minutes. A control switch with a different
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Figure 2.6: ERASE is versatile. (a) Molecule counts are repeatable and consistent across
3 different surface passivation techniques: PEGylation, BSA, and DDS–Tween-20+BSA.
(b) ERASE is highly modifiable and can be constructed with any sequence demanded by
the experiment. The molecule counts of a different anchor-tether-switch scheme perform
comparably to the first scheme. ERASE is adaptable and can be augmented to different
types of nucleic acid. Although it is composed of RNA, the tether molecules can still
be entirely removed by the same DNA switch molecules. (c) Molecule counts of 70S
ribosome complexes with an RNA tether are plotted, and ERASE efficiently removes all
molecules. Molecule counts over the same field of view are consistent across several rounds
of ERASE. (d) We designed two different DNA tethers, A and B: A is labeled with Cy3 dye
and barcode sequence a, and B with Cy5 dye and barcode sequence b. Both tethers contain
a common sequence complementary to the anchor. The Cy3- and Cy5-channel images of
the same field of view are shown on the left and right columns, respectively. The first row of
images are obtained after incubating the anchor-coated surface with a 1:1 mixture of A and
B, the second row after ERASE with switch Ā, which is complementary to A, and the third
row after ERASE with switch B̄, which is complementary to B. To minimize signal loss
from the corresponding channel, we introduced switch molecules at a lower concentration
which decreased ERASE efficiency. The scale bar is 10µm. (e) ERASE is generalizable
to any experiment using a nucleic acid tether. The tether-containing molecule can undergo
irreversible changes (red) such as protein modification or annealing; however, provided
the toehold remains intact, the switch molecule can always remove the tether-containing
molecule.
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of view changed from∼250 to nearly zero, indicating that ERASE completely removed all
bound tether molecules. After ERASE, re-introduction of tethers at 50 pM could regener-
ate a similar density of spots in the same field of view. We performed this cycle of ERASE
and tether addition as many as 6 times, and for each cycle, were able to achieve complete
removal and recovery of spots in the same field of view with no sign of fatigue. The rates
associated with removal and recovery also showed little difference between all trials (see
Figure 2.3(a)). Finally, we found ERASE to be highly sequence-specific as the surface was
reformatted only when the complementary sequence was used (see Figure 2.3(b)).
To showcase the wide adaptability of ERASE, we repeated the experiment with three
common surface passivation techniques: PEGylation [95], bovine serum albumin (BSA)
[94], and DDS–Tween-20+BSA [96]. We observed repeatable performance between tri-
als that was consistent across all passivation schemes (see Figure 2.6(a), Figure 2.4(a)).
ERASE is also adaptable to modifications in sequence as well as anchor and toehold length.
We repeated the hybridization experiment with a separately designed scheme containing a
different anchor length, toehold length, and sequence. We found the new Cy3 labeled DNA
tether to produce a similar steady-state molecule count (see Figure 2.6(b)) as well as sim-
ilar binding kinetics (see Figure 2.4(b)). Again, the switch molecule completely removed
tethers from the surface. Finally, ERASE can be expanded to other nucleic acid types. We
performed the experiment with a Cy5-labeled RNA tether with the same sequence as the
second DNA tether except T-to-U substitution and observed comparable performance (see
Figure 2.6(b), Figure 2.4(b)). Despite being a different nucleic acid, the same DNA switch
molecule from the second design scheme efficiently removed the RNA tether.
The true power of ERASE lies in the ability to reprogram the surface for any biomolecules
that harbor an end-exposed nucleic acid tether. To demonstrate this, we repeatedly ERASEd
70S ribosome particles (Cy3-Met-tRNAfMet in the P site) containing an mRNA tether.
ERASE consistently removed all ribosomal complexes while molecule counts for each
round were very similar (see Figure 2.6(c)). The switch molecule, designed to hybridize
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the mRNA just beyond the anti Shine-Dalgarno sequence (see Table 2.1), specifically re-
moved ribosomal complexes whereas a bioorthogonal control switch did not (see Figure
2.5).
Finally, we explored one possible application of ERASE for multiplexing. In this
scheme, multiple types of molecules carrying different barcodes in the toehold region
would be immobilized to the same flow channel and subjected to the same perfusion exper-
iment. Subsequently, the positions of each molecule type could be determined by perform-
ing ERASE with barcode-specific switches in a sequential manner, allowing the mixed
signal to be decomposed. As a proof of principle, we immobilized two different tether
molecules fluorescently labeled with Cy3 and Cy5, respectively, and performed ERASE
with one switch at a time. Each switch removed ∼95% of its target molecules while non-
target molecules were removed at a much lower rate of 1% (see Figure 2.6(d)). Optimizing
the ERASE condition to maximize the false negative rate and minimize the false positive
rate will be the topic of a future study.
2.5 Discussion
Apart from the time and cost savings due to repeated use of flow cells, ERASE provides
several practical advantages to the experimenter. ERASE allows the same field of view to
be reused across all experiments in case inhomogeneities from channel to channel or from
field to field become an issue. Further, since switch molecules specifically disrupt base
pairing between the anchor and the tether, spots that are not removed by switch molecules
can be identified as nonspecifically bound or spurious and, hence, can be left out of data
processing and statistics (see Figure 2.6(d)). Therefore, ERASE provides an a posteriori
mechanism to select “good” molecules in an unbiased manner.
There are still unresolved questions surrounding this technique. Despite using a bioorthog-
onal switch molecule, a noticeable amount of cross-talk still exists between tether molecules.
A possible extension of this method is to mutate the nucleotide in the tether of one molec-
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ular species at the location most proximal to the toehold. The overall thermodynamic
stability between the anchor and mutated tether would only be minimally impacted, but the
kinetic discrimination of an invading switch molecule could be increased as this has been
previously demonstrated in matching toeholds [46, 94]. However, given that the two tether
species had entirely dissimilar toeholds, our finding seems to suggest an unknown method
of strand displacement.
In conclusion, we introduced ERASE, a novel surface reformatting scheme that en-
hances the power of surface-based, single-molecule experiments. We have shown ERASE
to be highly specific for removing the target molecules from the surface without com-
promising the long-term binding capacity of the surface for subsequent experiments. We
have also shown it to be consistent and repeatable across common surface passivation tech-
niques, and different sequences and types of nucleic acid. Due to its simplicity and flexi-
bility, we expect ERASE to become routine for future single-molecule studies.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EFFECT OF BASE PAIR MISMATCH ON DNA STRAND DISPLACEMENT
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated the feasibility of observing toehold-mediated strand dis-
placement with single-molecule fluorescence techniques. Further, we exploited the switch-
ing behavior of toehold-mediated strand displacement to reformat surfaces and “wipe away”
experiments that are attached via a nucleic acid tether. While ERASE was shown to be effi-
cient and reliable, our exploration of the technique raised important questions with regards
to the underlying mechanism of strand displacement. One among them asks what is the
origin of the observed crosstalk between orthogonal switches and tethers? Such behavior
is unexpected and cannot be accounted for with a current understanding of DNA strand
displacement. Furthermore, in the field of DNA nanotechnology and engineering, strand
displacement has a reputation as an ideal black box that outputs an incumbent strand upon
input of a unique invader; however, as with all abstraction models, these black box models
can fail spectacularly in circumstances that invalidate the underlying assumptions. There-
fore, it is important to probe these assumptions and limits, so as to better improve the
abstraction’s realm of applicability.
Beyond the questions raised in the last chapter, an even more fundamental question sur-
rounds the nature of strand displacement. Namely, how does a single base pair mismatch
affect toehold-mediated strand displacement? To motivate this question, it is helpful to
imagine how the thermodynamic stability of a duplex (either invader/substrate or incum-
bent/substrate) is impacted by a single base pair mismatch. A duplex of several base pairs is
still quite stable in the presence of a mismatch. Clearly, toehold-mediated strand displace-
ment should proceed even in the presence of a mismatch between the invader and substrate.
It is unclear, however, what the effect is of a single base pair mismatch on the kinetics of
toehold-mediated strand displacement. This chapter seeks to answer this question by using
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single-molecule fluorescence imaging. We demonstrate the effect of secondary structure
on strand displacement kinetics. Further, we develop two models to describe our observed
behavior which point to a previously unconsidered mechanism of strand displacement.
Appendix A uses the methods developed in this chapter to examine more mismatch
possibilities in an effort to explore alternative and exotic mechanisms of strand displace-
ment. There, we uncover surprising results that corroborate the main conclusions of this
chapter.
This chapter is based on contents of a manuscript which is published in full as:
D. B. Broadwater and H. D. Kim, “The effect of base pair mismatch on DNA strand
displacement,” Biophysical journal, vol. 110, no. 7, pp. 1476-1484, 2016.
As the author of the original article, I retain the rights to reproduce the article from
the publisher. More information can be found at https://www.elsevier.com/
about/our-business/policies/copyright#Author-rights.
3.1 Abstract
DNA strand displacement is a key reaction in DNA homologous recombination and DNA
mismatch repair and is also heavily utilized in DNA-based computation and locomotion.
Despite its ubiquity in science and engineering, sequence-dependent effects of displace-
ment kinetics have not been extensively characterized. Here, we measured toehold-mediated
strand displacement kinetics using single-molecule fluorescence in the presence of a single
base pair mismatch. The apparent displacement rate varied significantly when the mis-
match was introduced in the invading DNA strand. The rate generally decreased as the
mismatch in the invader was encountered earlier in displacement. Our data indicate that a
single base pair mismatch in the invader stalls branch migration, and displacement occurs
via direct dissociation of the destabilized incumbent strand from the substrate strand. We
combined both branch migration and direct dissociation into a model, which we term, the
concurrent displacement model, and used the first passage time approach to quantitatively
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explain the salient features of the observed relationship. We also introduce the concept of
splitting probabilities to justify that the concurrent model can be simplified into a three-step
sequential model in the presence of an invader mismatch. We expect our model to become
a powerful tool to design DNA-based reaction schemes with broad functionality.
3.2 Introduction
DNA strand displacement is a reaction where one of the strands in a double-stranded DNA
is replaced with another nearly identical strand. It is a fundamental mechanism to ex-
change genetic material and plays an essential role in homologous recombination [97] and
mismatch repair [98, 99]. DNA strand displacement involves three single strands named
the invader, the incumbent, and the substrate strands and can be abstracted to a swapping
reaction between the invader and the incumbent strands on the substrate strand. The in-
vader can then be viewed as an input signal, while the incumbent can be seen as an output
signal. At this level of abstraction, DNA strand displacement can be idealized into “tinker
toys” that fit together to form complex, interactive networks in the field of nanotechnology
[100, 101, 102, 103] with applications in diverse areas such as biosensing [9, 10], DNA
construction [5, 8, 6], DNA motors [104, 30, 105, 77, 106], and DNA computation [17, 21,
18, 16, 20, 19].
One class of strand displacement, known as toehold-mediated DNA strand displace-
ment, is particularly useful because of sequence-dependent controllability. In this reaction,
the shorter incumbent forms a partial duplex with the longer, complementary substrate
(see Figure 3.1). The invader then hybridizes with the toehold, the unbound region of the
partially-duplexed complement. The reaction is thought to proceed through a branch mi-
gration process until the incumbent is completely displaced [25]. The thermodynamics of
this reaction is straightforward: the final state forms more canonical Watson-Crick base
pairs and, therefore, must be lower in free energy than the initial state. In comparison,
kinetics of strand displacement can vary by several orders of magnitude as a function of
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toehold length [24] and mismatch position [46].
However, current models of DNA strand displacement are either too simplified [24]
or too detailed [25, 46] to capture position-dependent sequence effects on strand displace-
ment kinetics. This chapter seeks to build a reaction scheme for toehold-mediated DNA
strand displacement kinetics at the single base pair level. To construct this model, we mea-
sured the strand displacement rate in the presence of a mismatched base pair in the invader
and the incumbent using single-molecule fluorescence. We found that a mismatch in the
invader could dramatically slow down the strand displacement rate when positioned near
the toehold. Based on this observation, we devised a reaction scheme that includes both
branch migration and direct dissociation of the incumbent, which can be analyzed with ease
using the first passage time approach. The observed dependence of strand displacement
rate on mismatch position suggests that a single mismatched nucleotide in the invader can
stall branch migration, and direct dissociation of the incumbent, but not complete branch
migration, terminates DNA strand displacement. Our model analysis thus reveals direct
dissociation of the incumbent as an essential pathway of DNA strand displacement.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Sample preparation
Custom DNA oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville,
IA), which were internally labelled near the 5′ end with a Cy5 fluorophore to increase
photostability [107] and a biotin linker at the 3′ end for surface immobilization. The 26-nt
sequence was chosen as a complement to a region of mRNA encoding Yellow Fluorescent
Protein (YFP). The 14-nt incumbent sequences labeled with a BHQ-3 dark quencher at the
3’ end were commercially synthesized by Biosearch Technologies (Petaluma, CA). The
24-nt invader sequences were purchased from Eurofins Scientific (Huntsville, AL). Single
mismatch strands were chosen to preserve pyrimidine:purine ratio by exchanging G ↔ A
and T ↔ C. The specific sequences are in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 shown below.
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Figure 3.1: Measuring strand displacement. (a) Experimental design. Three single strands
of DNA termed substrate (black), incumbent (orange), and invader (blue) strands partici-
pate in strand displacement. Cy5 attached to the substrate is initially quenched due to the
Black Hole Quencher on the incumbent. When the incumbent is displaced by the invader,
Cy5 recovers its fluorescence. (b) Cy5 signal during strand displacement. Shown is the
fluorescence time trajectory of a single Cy5 molecule obtained by total internal reflection
microscopy. Invader molecules were introduced via flow (dashed line at the 10th second).
A large, single, and sudden increase in fluorescence indicates displacement. (c) Extracting
the apparent strand displacement rate. Two sets of sample data and their respective fits are
plotted. Molecule count is calculated via in-house code scripted in MATLAB (The Math-
Works, Natick, MA). The data are fitted to single exponential curves with an origin at the
injection time (10 seconds after starting acquisition). Mean first passage times (MFPTs)
are approximated as the reciprocal of the fitted rate constants.
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Table 3.1: Substrate strand sequences. The substrate strand sequence is complementary
to a region of messenger RNA encoding YFP. We internally labelled the strand with Cy5
to increase photostability [107] and implemented a biotin linker for surface immobiliza-




Table 3.2: Incumbent strand sequences. The incumbent strand was labelled with a dark
quencher with an absorption spectrum that well overlaps the emission of Cy5. The under-



















Objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) was implemented
to image individual molecules. A commercially available microscope (IX81, Olympus,
Melville, NY) was used to image Cy5 fluorophores excited by a 640 nm laser (CUBE 640-
30FP, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA). Binned images (2× 2) were captured with an EMCCD
(DU-897ECS0-#BV, Andor), and images were recorded at 10 fps with 100 ms exposure
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Table 3.3: Invader strand sequences. The underlined letter represents the single mismatch.
The strands marked with an asterisk were designed by removing secondary structure from



















time using our in-house software. Experiments were performed on flow cells constructed
as previously described [108], and a syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems)
was used to control flow volume and flow rate (10 µL/s).
We performed experiments on flow cells that were created by placing double-sided tape
between glass cover slips and glass slides to form several channels. Prior to assembly, we
drilled holes into the glass slides followed by a cleaning protocol for both slides and cover
slips. The cleaning protocol consisted of 20 minute sonication of slides and cover slips in
10 % Alconox, 20 minute sonication in purified water, 30 minute sonication in acetone, and
a 30 minute sonication in 5 M KOH. After drying, the slides and cover slips were ready
for assembly using double stick tape. We used 5-minute epoxy to seal openings and to
affix 1/32 inch tubing to the drilled holes in the flow cells. We connected the tubing to a
syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems) to control flow volume and flow rate
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(600 µL/min).
The surface was passivated with biotinylated bovine serum albumin to minimize non-
specific binding. After Neutravidin coating, the Cy5-labeled substrate molecules were im-
mobilized at 50 pM in solution. Next, 20µL of dark quencher-labeled incumbent strands
were pumped into the flow cell at 200 nM. After 5 minutes, excess dark quencher probes
were washed away with oxygen scavenging imaging buffer [109], which contained 1 mM
6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), 5 mM protocatechuic
acid, 100 nM protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7), and 300 mM
NaCl. Strand displacement was initiated by pumping invader strands in imaging buffer at
2µM into the flow cell.
As the incumbent was displaced, fluorescent signal reappeared. The reappearance of
fluorescent signal was recorded and analyzed using in-house MATLAB software. The
molecule count (cumulative sum) was fitted to a single exponential curve and from that
curve an overall rate of strand displacement was extracted. The mean first passage time was
estimated as the reciprocal of the extracted rate. The experiment was repeated in triplicate
for all single mismatch strands derived from the perfectly matched incumbent and invader.
3.3.3 Branch migration as random walk
We put forth a model for strand displacement based on the mean first passage time of a 1D
random walk. We begin by assuming that the rate of breaking individual base pairs is much
slower than the reverse rate of formation. By this assumption, incumbent strand unzipping
and invader strand zipping is almost coincidental, and intermediates states can be specified
with one state variable i, which is equal to the number of displaced base pairs. i = 0 is
the initial state before invasion, and i = n corresponds to complete displacement. We now
define a 1D lattice with n+ 1 sites. Motion at i-th lattice site is performed in single steps at
forward and reverse rates, fi and ri respectively. This model is equivalent to a random walk
with a perfectly reflecting boundary on the left (i = 0), and perfectly absorbing boundary
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on the right (i = n).







where pi is the steady state probability at site i in a partial lattice between 0 and i. Therefore,
the inverse of each term, pifi, can be interpreted as the effective rate of reaching i+ 1 from
an unspecified previous position. pi can be expressed with a ratio of forward and reverse
rates between two adjacent sites (αi = fi−1/ri) as
pi =
αiαi−1...1
1 + α1 + α2α1 + ...+ αiαi−1...1
(3.2)
Without sequence dependence, branch migration over a matched base pair must be
identical in either direction and, therefore, fi−1 = ri or αi = 1. In comparison, αi  1
for the case of a mismatch on the incumbent and αi  1 for the case of a mismatch in
the invader. We denote this mismatch-dependent fold-change in α as a, which must be
larger than one for an incumbent mismatch and smaller than one for an invader mismatch.
We also introduce variation in the forward rate for the first base pair to be displaced with
another ratio (f/b). It is thought to be smaller due to slow initiation (b > 1) [112]. Using
these ratios, the MFPT’s with an invader mismatch (τv) and an incumbent mismatch (τc) at
































































































































Figure 3.2: Dissociation via branch migration. MFPT’s predicted by the 1D lattice model
are plotted using Eq. 3.3. (a) MFPT’s with varying a. a characterizes the effect of a mis-
match on the forward branch migration rate. A mismatch in the invading strand lengthens
MFPT (τv), while a mismatch in the incumbent strand shortens it (τv). b is fixed to 1. (b)
MFPT’s with varying b. b represents how slow the first migration step is compared to the
rest. As b becomes larger, the center of the curves shifts towards the left, and both τv and
τc become more monotonic as a function of mismatch position. a is fixed to 0.01.
respectively. The equations are cast in a form to reveal the dependence of MFPT on
mismatch position j. Without the slower opening of the first base pair (b = 1), MFPT for
the invader mismatch is concave down with a center at n/2, and MFPT for the incumbent
mismatch is concave up with a center at (n + 1)/2. Slow opening of the first base pair
(b > 1) shifts the center towards lower values. As expected, when a = 1 and b = 1, both
MFPT’s approach n2/2f .
This 1D model predicts MFPT to be a quadratic function of mismatch position with the
slowest displacement near the center position (see Figure 3.2(a)), which is not consistent
with the overall monotonic change we observed with an invader mismatch. Slow initia-
tion of branch migration (b > 1) could render the prediction more monotonic (see Figure
3.2(b)), but it requires an unreasonably large b.
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In an effort to instill confidence in our model, we performed a separate experiment
involving biotinylated invader strands, Cy3 labelled substrate strands, and Cy5 labelled
incumbent strands. The invader strands were immobilized on the surface, and preformed
substrate-incumbent duplexes were pumped in and allowed to react. Invader strands were
designed to have the same complementary toehold (10nt) adjoined to a tail composed of
14 thymidines to prevent successful strand displacement. Interactions between duplexes
and invader strands were recognized as a high FRET state. Lifetimes of high FRET states
were recorded and interpreted as dissociation times. Large numbers of these lifetimes were
recorded to construct a single exponential probability distribution whose decay rate was
determined to be ∼0.03 s−1.
3.3.4 Concurrent displacement model
We define a 1D lattice with n sites, where n is the number of bases in the incumbent strand.
For simplicity, we assume that the rate of breaking individual base pairs is slower than the
reverse rate of formation. Under this assumption, the incumbent and the invader would
remain completely zippered up with the substrate strand. Therefore, we can specify each
intermediate state with one state variable i, which is equal to the number of displaced base
pairs. For example, i = 0 represents the state where the invader has not displaced any base
pair, and i = n− 1 corresponds to a state where the invader has displaced all but one base
pair between the incumbent and the substrate. We add two boundary states (C and V) to
this Markov chain. C stands for the in‘c’umbent only state, and V for the in‘v’ader only
state. Branch migration at the i-th lattice site is performed in single steps at forward and
reverse rates, fi and ri respectively. It is important to note that these rates are expected to
be much slower than the single base pair opening (fraying) rate because a single fraying
event does not necessarily lead to branch migration. As it stands, this model is equivalent to
a random walk with a perfectly reflecting boundary on the left (C) and perfectly absorbing
boundary on the right (V). Mean first passage time (MFPT) of this 1D model can be easily
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derived with or without a kinetic barrier.
We can extend this model further to include direct dissociation of the invader and in-
cumbent. As shown in Figure 3.3(b), the invader and the incumbent can dissociate at rates
d′i and di, respectively, from each state. This model scheme is thus similar to a general ki-
netic proofreading scheme [113] with additional feedforward paths to the final state. Given
the toehold length of nt, the invader is held by nt + i base pairs in state i and, therefore ex-
periences a decrease in dissociation rate as more base pairs are formed. Conversely, since
the incumbent is held by n − i base pairs in state i, the dissociation rate would become
larger as more base pairs are displaced. According to the previous work by Anshelevich
et al. [114], the relationship between duplex dissociation rate (kd(Nbp)) and the number of





where s is termed the stability factor equal to the ratio of rates of closing to opening for a
single base pair, and k0 is the unzipping rate of a single base pair at the melting temperature.
This expression is essentially identical to the expression used by Zhang and Winfree [24].




where x is defined as the (n+ 1)× 1 state vector with probabilities in each state (xj(t)) as
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If the initial condition is given by xj(0) = δj1, the MFPT (τ ) can be expressed with
matrix determinants as [110]
τ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
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, (3.7)
where aij is the element of A.
Without a mismatch, branch migration rate is the same in both directions (fi−1 = ri).
In comparison, a mismatch in the incumbent speeds up forward migration by a ratio a, and
a mismatch in the invader speeds up reverse migration by the same ratio. a, termed the
mismatch migration ratio should be much larger than one. Assuming that branch migration
rates are identical to f for all nucleotides without a mismatch, the MFPT can be uniquely
determined with five parameters ka, k0, s, f , and a.
3.3.5 Splitting probabilities
For the concurrent model, it is of particular interest to ask from which state the incumbent
dissociates most frequently. This concept is related to splitting probabilities in stochastic
processes. In our model, the incumbent strand can reach the absorbing boundary state (V)






































Figure 3.3: Strand displacement models. (a) Concurrent displacement model (“yin-yang”
model). Strand displacement is preceded by a state occupied by the incumbent only (C).
Branch migration begins after the toehold annealing step (ka). The branch point can take
any value (i) between 0 and n− 1 and migrate towards nearest neighbors with forward rate
(fi) and reverse rate (ri). V is the invader only state. Concurrently with branch migration,
the invader and the incumbent can dissociate from any intermediate state with rates (d′i and
di) that depend on the number of base pairs . (b) Sequential displacement model. The initial
state and the final state are identical to C and V. The orange, black, and blue line segments
represent the incumbent, the substrate, and the invader, respectively. The invader may
anneal (ka) and dissociate (k′d) with the toehold reversibly. Afterwards, branch migration
(kb) proceeds until a mismatch is encountered at state j − 1 or the incumbent strand is
significantly destabilized at state nth. From either state, the incumbent can irreversibly
dissociate (kd).
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where kj is the dissociation rate constant from the j-th state. In the long time limit, the










where πj is the splitting probability through the j-th state. Using eigen-decomposition of













where A−1 is the inverse matrix of A. Thus, with the initial condition xj(0) = δj1, we





where C is the cofactor matrix of A. πj is also related to the mean first passage time







3.3.6 Sequential displacement model
One can also build a three-step sequential model (see Figure 3.3(b)) that qualitatively cap-
tures the effect of a mismatch on strand displacement. The first step is toehold formation
through annealing (ka) accompanied by reverse dissociation (k′d). The second step is re-
versible branch migration (kb). The third step is dissociation of the incumbent (kd), which
is irreversible in our experiment. The key difference of the model from the concurrent
model is that branch migration and dissociation occur in a serial fashion. The mean first
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This equation can be derived from either Eq. 3.7 or Eq. 3.2 under the approximation that
the invader association rate is faster than the dissociation rate (ka  k′d). The third step
(incumbent dissociation) can occur from a state where (i) branch migration is stalled due
to a mismatch in the invader, or (ii) the incumbent-substrate interaction is significantly
weakened, with only a few intact base pairs left between them. We model that nth number
of base pairs have to be displaced for the incumbent to dissociate. The branch migration
rate (kb) also depends on migration distance (Nbp), which can be derived from the mean





If the mismatch in the j-th position is encountered before nth, branch migration stalls at
state j−1. In the absence of a mismatch, branch migration continues till the threshold state
nth. Whichever occurs first becomes the state where the incumbent dissociates (min(j −






kb(min(j − 1, nth))
+
2
kd(n−min(j − 1, nth))
. (3.15)
3.3.7 Data fitting
Nonlinear least squares fitting was performed with ‘lsqcurvefit’ of the MATLAB Opti-
mization Toolbox. Eq. 3.7 was used as the fitting function. All individual measurements
were fitted with equal weight using shared fitting parameters. These measurements include
mismatch in the invader and the incumbent as well as the perfect match strand.
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3.4 Results
We performed toehold-mediated strand displacement by challenging a surface-immobilized
substrate-incumbent partial duplex with invader strands free in solution. In this experimen-
tal scheme, every reaction step can be treated as first order. Formation of partial duplexes
between the substrate and the incumbent on the surface led to disappearance of most Cy5
spots due to quenching. Upon perfusion of the invader, Cy5 spots reappeared over time,
which was interpreted as strand displacement. We counted individual spots over time and
extracted the apparent displacement rate from single exponential fitting. We performed this
experiment in triplicate for 15 invaders (14 mismatch strands + match strand). In Figure
3.4(a), we plotted the strand displacement rates measured for each mismatch position. It
took ∼2 s for a perfectly matching invader to displace the incumbent (red point, Figure
3.4(a)). When the mismatch was introduced in the invader, strand displacement became
slower, especially for the first four positions near the toehold region. The relationship was
overall monotonic (except strands 7 through 10) with a roughly 70-fold change in the ob-
served rate between the strands with a mismatch in the first and last positions. The effect
of the invader mismatch is the strongest at the first position, but seems to be significantly
weakened by position 6.
We suspected that the deviation from this trend at positions 7 through 10 might stem
from a secondary structure in the invader. Strand 7 and 8, for example, are predicted to
form stable hairpins (see Figure 3.5). Thus, we designed new sequences free of secondary
structure for another set of strand displacement experiments. The invaders we tried were
perfect match and mismatches at position 1 and 7. The rate measured with the new mis-
match 7 strand was significantly faster, similar to the baseline, whereas the rates measured
with the new perfect match and mismatch 1 strands remained unchanged. This result lends
support to our speculation that the deviant points are caused by secondary structure.
We performed a similar experiment to explore the relationship between displacement
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Mismatch in the Incumbent Strand(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Observed displacement MFPTs. Molecule number was counted as a function of
time and fitted to a single rate, and MFPT was calculated as the reciprocal of that rate. We
plot the average and standard deviation of observed MFPT against the mismatch position
in both the invader and incumbent. The perfect match case is plotted in red. The strands
designed to be free of secondary structure are plotted in blue. (a) Invader mismatch. The
MFPT generally increases with mismatch position and shows a nearly 70-fold variation
overall. Notably, at positions 7, 8, and 9, the MFPTs are higher than the overall trend.
The MFPTs for strands without secondary structure align closely with their counterparts
for the match strand and mismatch position 1 strand, but there is a clear distinction for the
mismatch position 7 strands. (b) Incumbent mismatch. In comparison to (a) the mismatch
position does not have a significant effect on the MFPT.
rate and single mismatch position on the incumbent strand. In Figure 3.4(b), we plotted
the measured strand displacement rates for each mismatch position. In contrast to the
dynamic pattern for the invader mismatch, there is relatively little variation in displacement
rate against the mismatch position in the incumbent strand. All rates were similar to the
displacement rate without a mismatch (red point, Figure 3.4(b)). This incumbent mismatch
experiment serves to control for the possibility of interacting dangling ends since the same
dangling ends are available to interact in both the invader and incumbent mismatch. The
lack of variation in rate over mismatch position for the incumbent implies that the observed
complex behavior for the invader mismatch (see Figure 3.4(a)) is not due to interacting
dangling ends.














































Figure 3.5: Putative secondary structures of invader mismatch strands. (a) Mismatch po-
sition 7. This is the only conformation predicted by mfold [115] for this structure. The
hairpin mostly obstructs the toehold. It is predicted to have a lower free energy than the
active form by ∆G = −3.61 kcal/mol. (b) Mismatch position 8. This is the predicted con-
formation by mfold. The toehold is partially obstructed due to the hairpin. It is predicted
to have a lower free energy from the active form by ∆G = −2.61 kcal/mol.
mismatch strand with a match strand than vice versa. Also, it confirms the previous infer-
ence of branch migration rate of 1 s−1 over a similar length of displacement domain [24].
In contrast, a mismatch in the invader can dramatically slow down strand displacement, es-
pecially, if placed near the toehold. This implies that the mismatch effect could be modeled
as a localized kinetic barrier that disrupts zipping of the invader.
To understand the mismatch effect in a quantitative fashion, we attempted to model
toehold-mediated strand displacement as a one-dimensional random walk [111, 116] with
a single misstep. This model assumes that displacement of the incumbent occurs via com-
plete branch migration towards the boundary. The branch point moves much faster for-
ward upon an incumbent mismatch and much faster backward with an invader mismatch.
Derivation of the mean first passage times is straightforward for both invader and incum-
bent mismatches, and the analytical formula are presented as Eq. 3.3. However, this model
incorrectly predicts a parabolic dependence of rate on mismatch position, with the mis-
match in the center having the most significant effect [117]. While further inclusion of a
slow initiation step causes the model to produce a general monotonic trend (see Figure 3.2),
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it still cannot produce the sharp drop in rate observed over the first few positions.
The failure of the one-dimensional model prompted us to extend the model by including
direct dissociation of the incumbent even before the branch point reaches the end. We rea-
soned that these direct dissociation paths would become important especially when branch
migration is hindered or when the incumbent binding is severely weakened near the latter
stage of branch migration. This model is termed the concurrent displacement model, and
is schematized in an aesthetic yin-yang pattern as shown in Figure 3.3(a).
We performed nonlinear least squares fitting of MFPT (Eq. 3.7) to the measured dis-
placement times. The dissociation rate (d′0) of the invader from the toehold was directly
measured (see Figure 3.6) and constrained in the fitting. All other invader dissociation
rates (d′i=1,2,...,n−1) were expressed in relation to the measured value d
′
0 by a single param-
eter s according to Eq. 3.4. The 4 data points at mismatch positions 7, 8, 9, and 10 that
markedly deviated from the monotonic pattern were omitted, which we justify based on our
additional measurement with strands rationally designed to be free of secondary structures
(blue triangles, Figure 3.4). As shown in Figure 3.7(a), the concurrent displacement model
can well fit both observed relationships with a common set of parameters. The mismatch
migration ratio (a) diverges, and therefore an upper bound was placed. The best fit pro-
duces the association rate (ka) of 0.6 s−1, the dissociation rate constant (k0) of 3× 105 s−1,
the branch migration rate (f ) of 10 s−1, and the stability factor (s) of 5.1.
The association rate, ∼0.6 s−1 at ∼2µM, is similar to the association rate constant
measured in bulk (∼1 /µM/s) considering the surface effect [118] or differences in salt
condition or temperature [24, 119]. This value is also close to the association rate (1 s−1
at 2µM) inferred from our separate measurement of concentration dependence (see Figure
3.6). The extracted branch migration step time is 100 ms. This is seemingly much longer
than 2.5 ms previously inferred based on the three-step displacement model [24]. This
disparity, however, is not due to different measurements of apparent branch migration rates
(kb), but likely due to different models used to infer the step rate (f ). For example, the
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Figure 3.6: Displacement rate vs. invader concentration. The displacement rate (y) was
measured as a function of the concentration of the invader strand (x). The displacement
reaction can be modeled by reversible binding (k+) and unbinding (k−) steps followed by a
unimolecular displacement (r) step. The unbinding rate of the toehold-bound invader was
directly measured to be 1/30 s−1, which is much slower than r. In this case, the apparent
displacement rate is given by rx/(x+ r/k+). We fit the measured data points (blue hollow
circles) using the expression y = ax/(x+ b) with two fitting parameters. From a and b, we
determine the unimolecular displacement rate (r) and the binding rate (k+) to be 0.72 s−1
and 0.5 /µM/s, respectively.
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apparent time it takes to displace a 14-nt domain in our experiment is ∼1 s (red point in
Figure 3.4)), similar to the inferred branch migration rate of ∼1 s over a 20-nt domain
[24]. The spontaneous unzipping rate of a single base pair (k0) is estimated to be 106 s−1
to 107 s−1 [114, 25]. Our estimate of 3 × 105s−1 is within an order of magnitude, and is
also similar to a thermodynamic estimate (6× 105 s−1) used by Zhang and Winfree [24].
Finally, the extracted stability factor (s) is 5.1, which indicates that the base pair is 5.1
times more likely to close than open. This ratio is close to 100.6 obtained by extrapolation
of a semi-analytical calculation [120].
To gain more insights into the mismatch effect, we calculated the probability that the
incumbent strand dissociates from each state using the parameters obtained from fitting to
the concurrent model. This probability is conceptually similar to the splitting probabilities
between different absorbing states in a one step process [121]. In our concurrent model, the
splitting probabilities leading to the absorbing state V can be calculated using Eq.3.11. In
Figure 3.7(b), the splitting probability for each state i is plotted as a bar graph with varying
mismatch positions marked by red vertical lines. As expected, the splitting probabilities
sum to one in all cases. For early mismatch positions (left half, Figure 3.7(b)), splitting
probabilities past the mismatch position are zero, which indicates that branch migration
does not proceed beyond the mismatch. For late mismatch positions (right half, Figure
3.7(b)), the incumbent dissociation is complete even before the mismatch is encountered,
which explains why the displacement rate is not affected by the mismatch. The key in-
sight from this model analysis is that the invader mismatch stops branch migration, and
displacement is terminated by incumbent dissociation, not by branch migration. Based
on this insight, we can build a simpler sequential displacement model (see Figure 3.3(b))
to rationalize the observed dependence of strand displacement rate on mismatch position.
The MFPT of this reaction scheme is expressed as a sum of three terms, association time,
branch migration time, and dissociation time (Eq. 3.15). The position dependence mainly
arises from the third term, which decreases with increasing mismatch position only up to
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Model analysis. (a) Fit for concurrent displacement model. The plot shows the
relationship between the apparent mean displacement time vs. the mismatch position in the
invader (blue) and the incumbent (orange). We used five fitting parameters, the annealing
rate (ka), the dissociation rate constant (k0), the branch migration rate (f ), the stability
factor (s), and the mismatch migration ratio (a). The points included in the fitting routine
are marked by ‘×’. The dashed lines show the fit by our model, and the dotted lines are
95 % confidence intervals at the input values. (b) Splitting probability distribution. The bar
graphs show the splitting probability vs. state number with the mismatch position varying
from 1 to 7 (top to bottom, left), and from 8 to 14 (top to bottom, right). The parameters
obtained from the fit in (a) were used to calculate the probabilities. The red vertical dash
indicates the mismatch position.
some threshold state (nth) and remains unchanged beyond it.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we designed a surfaced-based single-molecule assay to measure kinetics of
toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement and its dependence on a base pair mismatch.
In contrast to bulk measurements [24, 25, 46], our assay produces the strand displacement
rate from a first-order reaction, which does not depend on substrate concentration. Fur-
thermore, due to the long toehold and high invader concentration used in our assay, strand
displacement is completed in a time scale of a few seconds (or minutes with a mismatch),
significantly faster than typical bulk experiments. Due to this high efficiency, we expect our
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experimental method to become a powerful tool for the study of the biophysics of branch
migration. Although not exploited in this chapter, the single-molecule aspect of our method
can produce the full distribution of individual strand displacement times as well [113, 122],
which will be a topic of the next chapter.
Recently, the effect of an invader mismatch was studied in bulk [46]. This study found
a similar qualitative dependence of displacement rate on mismatch position to ours, and
hinted direct incumbent dissociation as an important pathway for displacement. The au-
thors made an extra effort to preserve the trinucleotide sequence around a mismatch to
minimize variation in mismatch free energy, which led to omission of some mismatch po-
sitions including the first. A qualitative explanation based on dynamics simulation was
given, but a quantitative model predictive of displacement rates was missing. Our study
thus complements the previous study by testing the mismatch effect in both the invader
and the incumbent, at different positions, and with different DNA sequences. More impor-
tantly, we present a quantitative model and a first passage time approach to rationalize the
mismatch effect.
Our concurrent model uses an intermediate level of coarse-graining compared to two
types of previous models for toehold-mediated strand displacement. The first type is the
three-step displacement model, which breaks the reaction into bimolecular toehold bind-
ing, unimolecular branch migration, and unimolecular dissociation from the final state [24].
The second type is a more detailed model at the molecular level, which includes intermedi-
ate states during branch migration [25]. Because the three-step model coarse-grains all of
branch migration into a single step, it cannot readily incorporate nucleotide-level effects.
The second model is thorough, but the implementation and analysis of this model require
dynamics simulations with constraints and pre-equilibrium assumptions [46]. In compari-
son, our concurrent displacement model is straightforward to analyze using the first passage
time approach presented here.
A complete understanding of the concurrent model requires solving the master equation
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(Eq.3.5). However, because the system has many intermediate states with transition rates of
similar magnitudes, the time dependence of the probability distribution (xj(t)) is expected
to be characterized by multiple exponential terms, and cannot be easily subjected to fitting
analysis. The first passage time (MFPT) approach bypasses this technical difficulty. Unlike
xj(t), calculation of the MFPT can be easily done without solving the master equation.
Moreover, splitting probabilities can be easily obtained as well. The quantitative framework
we employed here can thus be applied to any other complex reaction scheme.
In fitting a five parameter model to 24 data points, we recognize that precise values of
each parameter become difficult to determine. This limited range of data points is inherent
to the nature of the experiment. A larger data set requires a longer invader, which would
become more susceptible to secondary structure formation and more spurious intermolec-
ular interactions. Further, sequence dependence in individual steps of branch migration
can lead to deviations from our model prediction. Nevertheless, fitting parameters k0 and
s are in agreement with other studies, and ka = 0.6 s−1 is similar to our own estimate of
1 s−1 (see Figure 3.6). Based on the extracted k0 and s, the dissociation rate of the in-
cumbent from state 4 is predicted to be 2.6 s−1. If complete base pairing of the substrate
is assumed, state 4 corresponds to 10 base pairs between the incumbent and the substrate.
But the dissociation rate of the 10-bp duplex between the invader and the substrate was
measured to be much slower at 1/30 s−1. This comparison suggests that in state 4, the
incumbent-substrate interaction is markedly destabilized probably due to a repulsive inter-
action between the incumbent and the invader near the branch point [123]. Interestingly,
Srinivas et al— [25] found that branch migration intermediates are destabilized by 3.4kBT
due to dangling ends, which corresponds to ∼ 30-fold change in dissociation rate. Our
model analysis is thus consistent with the incumbent having effectively 2-3 fewer intact
base pairs than indicated by the location of the branch point. In other words, the incumbent
is not completely zippered up against the invader.
Our own estimation of branch migration time of ∼100 ms per base pair step, notwith-
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standing measurement and fitting uncertainty, is much slower than predictions in the liter-
ature based on base pair fraying and one dimensional rate models [24, 25]. But, we think
our estimation is plausible for a few reasons. A single fraying event is not likely to provide
enough room or time for a base on another strand to invade. Thus, invasion of a base in
trans should occur only after many fraying/unfraying events, which could explain our slow
branch migration rate. Also, 1D rate models are expected to significantly overestimate mi-
gration rates by omitting direct dissociation pathways which are the dominant mechanisms
of displacement. To the best of our knowledge, branch migration step time has not been
measured directly in the specific context for strand displacement. The branch migration
time in Holliday junctions is estimated to be faster at 3.6 ms [124], but it is not accompa-
nied by a pair of free dangling ends that can destabilize the branch point due to crowding
[25] or thermal fluctuation [125]. Also, the low ionic strength used in our experiment may
reduce branch migration rate as low salt would lead to slower base pair formation [119]. A
different experimental strategy that prevents or decouples direct dissociation of the incum-
bent is certainly necessary to accurately measure the branch migration rate.
We used high concentrations of invader strand to speed up strand displacement and
to minimize variability in our measurement. We measured the displacement rate for the
perfect match invader as a function of concentration (see Figure 3.6) and selected a con-
centration significantly above the midpoint (∼2 µM). In this regime, the displacement rate
is relatively insensitive to variation in concentration, and allows us to compare rates with
different invaders. It was recently shown that DNA duplex can dissociate by competing
complementary single strands without toehold mediation [126], but this effect kicks in at
a much higher concentration (∼50 µM). Furthermore, the rates that we observed are at
least an order of magnitude faster. Therefore, this mechanism cannot be relevant to our
observations.
We have not comprehensively investigated the origin of deviation seen in invader mis-
match strands 7,8,9, and 10. These strands exhibit significantly slower displacement rates
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than the rest, which led us to consider secondary structure formation. Using the secondary
structure prediction program mfold [115], we find that invader strands 2, 3, 7, and 8 adopt
a relatively stable secondary structure (see Figure 3.5). Such secondary structure can neg-
atively impact strand displacement at the annealing step. In addition to internal secondary
structure, individual strands can form transient base pairs with one another, which could
also retard the branch migration rate. The reduction in rate due to secondary structure
would be more noticeable for 7 and 8 where strand displacement is fast. Furthermore,
measurements for strands designed without secondary structure were much closer to the
expectation (see Figure 3.4 blue). We could not account for the origin of outliers at posi-
tion 9 and 10 (see Figure 3.4).
Our method is not without limitations. First, we infer MFPT by exponential extrapo-
lation from the appearance of fluorescence signal. In theory, MFPT cannot be measured if
the initial population size is not known or if the reaction is not complete. Nonetheless, all
displacement kinetics curves and their exponential extrapolations have similar integrated
areas (see Figure 3.1(c)), which indicates that our MFPT estimation is accurate. Second,
Cy5 and the quencher in our experimental design might stack with each other or with neigh-
boring bases to affect the intrinsic dissociation kinetics of the incumbent strand. However,
such stabilizing interaction would only attenuate position-dependent mismatch effect, if
any. Moreover, a similar experimental design did not affect the apparent displacement rate
[46]. Therefore, the main conclusion we draw based on our model is likely valid.
Our results have interesting implications for related areas in biology. Given the role of
strand displacement in homologous recombination, it is conceivable that the repair mech-
anism could be affected by a single base mismatch in a position dependent manner. In a
more applied sense, position dependence of strand displacement rate could be exploited




We used a novel experimental strategy to study toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement
as a first-order reaction. At the single-molecule level, we measured the apparent displace-
ment rate through recovery of fluorescence and found its strong dependence on mismatch
position in the invader. We rationalized the observed dependence using the concurrent
displacement model that allows branch migration and dissociation of the incumbent. Our
model analysis suggests that a single base pair mismatch in the invader poses an almost
insurmountable kinetic barrier to branch migration and reveals direct dissociation of the
destabilized incumbent as the dominant pathway for displacement. We anticipate our ki-
netic model, which we colloquially term the yin-yang model, and the first passage time
approach to be highly relevant to an understanding of dynamic response for an expansive
range of complex networks.
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CHAPTER 4
PROBING THE KINETICS OF BRANCH MIGRATION
In the last chapter, we explored the kinetics of toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the measured displacement rate is highly dependent on concentra-
tion. This data highlights the kinetic dominance of a concentration-dependent, bimolecular
step which is clearly the binding of the toehold. The dependence of strand displacement ki-
netics on toehold binding is of great interest to the field of DNA nanotechnology and great
progress has been made in this regard [24, 25]. In comparison, relatively little is known
about the kinetics of branch migration which is typically modeled as a 1D symmetric ran-
dom walk; however, Chapter 3 highlighted the relative importance of branch migration and
raised questions regarding the mechanism of branch migration.
In this chapter, we explore the kinetics of strand displacement by developing a single-
molecule FRET technique to answer fundamental questions about branch migration. This
experimental work involves several challenges that must be overcome. One of which is
capturing the fluorescent signal from the extremely short timescale of branch migration
on an EMCCD camera. In typical single-molecule imaging experiments, the EMCCD
exposure time is around 100 ms; however, in this chapter, we will explain how we are able
to capture video images at an exposure time that is 25 times smaller. The results of this
work point to a previously unknown factor in branch migration kinetics.
This chapter is based on a manuscript in preparation for submission as:
D. B. Broadwater and H. D. Kim, “Probing the kinetics of branch migration”.
4.1 Abstract
Nucleic acid strand exchange processes are pervasive in biology and DNA nanotechnol-
ogy. Toehold mediated DNA strand displacement is an archetypal strand exchange process
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that proceeds through two distinct sequential mechanisms: toehold formation and two-
way branch migration. As toehold formation is bimolecular and concentration-dependent,
it dominates the kinetics in bulk which obfuscates the kinetic details of two-way branch
migration which is unimolecular and fast for length scales of interest. We used single-
molecule Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer to decouple these two bimolecular and
unimolecular timescales which allowed us to directly observe the first passage time of
branch migration. This assay allows us to measure important details, such as salt, tempera-
ture, and sequence, that, previously, have not been directly measured. We report significant
sequence dependence for branch migration time. Further, we measured the branch migra-
tion time for the complementary invader of observed sequences. Despite the high degree of
symmetry between such conjugate systems, we observed a significant difference in branch
migration times. We constructed a model using the free energy of dangling ends that justi-
fies the observed differences in relative invasion times between conjugate sides of invasion.
4.2 Introduction
Nucleic acids’ ability to form hydrogen bonds between complementary Watson-Crick bases
allows for a rich set of complicated, multi-step kinetic behaviors which include duplex hy-
bridization [127], Holliday junction structural dynamics [128, 129], strand invasion [3],
and two-way branch migration [94], of which the latter three are strand exchange processes.
These strand exchange processes span a wide range of biological phenomena encompass-
ing homologous recombination and CRISPR/Cas homology recognition. Further, DNA
nanotechnology exploits this complex behavior to pioneer intricate device construction by
creating nanoscale boxes with lock and key [4], cargo sorting robots [28], and logic gates
[33].
Toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement is the prototypical example of such strand
exchange processes as it includes only three single DNA strands and is not protein-mediated.
It is initiated by bimolecular annealing between an invader strand and substrate strand at a
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region known as the toehold. The reaction then proceeds through a unimolecular process
known as branch migration which is the exchange of base pairs between the invader and
incumbent along the substrate. Fundamentally, these reactions are thought to proceed in
single steps of pairwise opening and closing reactions with a characteristic time of∼ 10µs
[130, 131, 25].
Great attention has been paid to the kinetics of toehold-mediated strand displacement
[94, 25, 19, 132]; however, current experimental efforts do not separate the bimolecular toe-
hold formation kinetics from the branch migration kinetics. Bulk methods have estimated
the branch migration rate on long (∼ 1 kbp) DNA [131], but these length scales extend
far beyond the length scales of interest for DNA digital circuits [19] and CRISPR/Cas sys-
tems [42]. To our knowledge, there is no direct measurement of two-way branch migration
kinetics.
In this chapter, we propose an approach based on single-molecule Fluorescence Res-
onance Energy Transfer (smFRET) to directly measure the first passage time of branch
migration. In this approach, we immobilize the invader so that the toehold is proximal
to the surface. We then introduce previously assembled partial duplexes which are com-
posed of an acceptor-labeled (Cy5) incumbent annealed to a donor-labeled (Cy3) substrate
(see Figure 4.1). After a diffusive search in bulk, the partial duplex rapidly anneals to the
toehold and branch migration, indicated by a high FRET signal, proceeds. Upon comple-
tion of branch migration, the incumbent strand is fully displaced and a low FRET signal is
observed.
With this strand displacement assay, we can observe distributions of branch migration
passage time. We found that branch migration time varies significantly across different
sequences. Furthermore, we found that branch migration times are not equal when invading
from conjugate (mirror image) sides which suggests dangling ends to play a significant
role in branch migration kinetics. Using previously observed dangling end free energy
parameters, we constructed a rate model that correctly predicts the relative rates of invasion
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Table 4.1: Invader sequences. The first 12 sequences correspond to the sequences in Figure
4.2(c) as read from top to bottom and then left to right. The loaded invaders and RNA



















4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Sample Preparation
Custom DNA oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. The 26-nt
substrate was internally labeled near the end distal to the toehold with a Cy3 fluorophore
to increase photostability [107]. The 24-nt invader molecule was labeled with a BioTEG
linker at the end proximal to the toehold for surface immobilization. The 14-nt incumbent
sequences were labeled with a Cy5 fluorophore at the end distal to the toehold. All oligos
were HPLC purified. The specific sequences are in Tables 4.1, 4.1, and 4.3. Partial duplexes
were constructed by combining substrate and incumbent at a 1:1 ratio of 20µM each in 1 M






Figure 4.1: Measuring branch migration. (a) Experimental scheme. Invader strands were
immobilized on a PEG-passivated cover slip surface via a biotin-NeutrAvidin linker. Par-
tial duplexes were labeled with a FRET pair (Cy5, incumbent; Cy3, substrate) and were
flowed into the flow cell. After a diffusion search process, the partial duplex binds to the
toehold and the incumbent strand is displaced. (b) Sample acceptor and donor time traces.
Acceptor (Cy5) signal increases upon toehold binding, and high FRET signal is sustained
until displacement occurs which is indicated by a low FRET signal. The first passage time
is identified as the high FRET lifetime. (c) First passage time distribution. First passage
lifetimes are collected for many traces and assembled into a distribution. The binning size
is the single frame exposure time (4 ms). The leftmost bar is the observed probability of
donor-only traces.
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Molecules were observed with objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
with a commercially available microscope (IX81; Olympus). Fluorophores were excited by
a 532 nm laser (BWN-532-50E, B&W Tek). Images were 2× 2 binned and captured with
an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (DU-897ECS0-#BV; Andor Technology),
and images were recorded at 228 fps with 3.96 ms exposure time using Micro-Manager
software [133]. This high frame rate was achieved by cropping the image height to 64
pixels. Experiments were performed on flow cells constructed as previously described in
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Le and Kim [108] while flow volume and flow rate (900µL/s) was controlled by a syringe
pump (NE-1000; New Era Pump System).
The surface was passivated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) to minimize nonspecific
binding. After neutravidin coating, the biotin-containing invader molecules were immo-
bilized by flowing in at a concentration of 1 nM. Next, 20µL of partial duplexes were
pumped into the flow cell at 200 pM in an oxygen-scavenging imaging buffer [109], which
contained 1 mM 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8- tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), 5 mM
protocatechuic acid, 100 nM protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, and 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7).
An appearance of high FRET signal signified initiation of branch migration. A low
FRET signal appeared as branch migration concluded. The FRET signal time series was
recorded and analyzed using in-house MATLAB software. The lifetime of the high FRET
state was observed for many molecules to collect a distribution of branch migration times.
Nonlinear least-squares fitting was performed on the cumulative distribution with lsqcurve-
fit of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox. DNA duplex free energies were calculated as
the arithmetic mean of calculations from oligoprop of the MATLAB Bioinformatics Tool-
box [134, 135, 136, 137].
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Branch migration time is measured by FRET
Partial duplexes were constructed by annealing Cy3-labeled substrate molecules and Cy5-
labeled incumbent molecules. Invader molecules were biotinylated near the end containing
the toehold sequence and immobilized onto the surface (see Figure 4.1(a)). Partial duplexes
were flowed into the chamber and the appearance of a high FRET state immediately fol-
lowed by a low FRET state indicated completion of strand displacement (see Figure 4.1(b)).














Figure 4.2: Branch migration histograms. (a,b) Exponential fits to survival times. Survival
distributions were fitted to single (blue dots) and double (red dash) exponentials. Distribu-
tions were better fit by double exponentials. (c) First passage time distributions for different
sequences. First passage distributions are plotted for various sequences with equal axes for
each plot. Each column corresponds to complementary invaders where the invader and sub-
strate swap roles. The red dash represents the derivative of the double exponential survival
curve fit. To the right is a schematic of complementary invaders. Strands with identical
sequences share the same color. Therefore, the invader in the topmost system has the same
sequence as the substrate in the bottom sequence. Ends are denoted with their respective
polarity (5′ or 3′) to help orient the reader.
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The distribution of first passage times is constructed from observing hundreds of strand
displacement events for 12 strand displacement systems (see Figure 4.2(c)). Each distribu-
tion is binned to single exposure times (3.96 ms). The first bar in each histogram represents
our estimate of events occurring faster than a single exposure time. We can estimate this
number by counting the number of donor-only traces that contain only low FRET states
with no preceding high FRET state. Besides fast displacement, there are two other poten-
tial sources of donor-only traces: fluorescently inactive Cy5 and single strand substrates.
We performed control experiments with a truncated invader strand containing only the toe-
hold sequence and found fewer than 10% of the spots to be donor-only. We measured the
effect of salt concentration for several sequences, and, interestingly, the branch migration
time showed very little dependence on cation species and salt concentration.
Figure 4.3: Salt dependence. We measured the branch migration times for various se-
quences under several salt conditions and present their histrograms as a heat map with
color representing probability. The sequence numbers correspond to the first two columns
in Figure 4.2 from left to right. The ‘top’ and ‘bot’ designations refer to their corresponding
row in Figure 4.2. These experiments were performed under an 80× excess of incumbent
strands to substrate strand.
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In order to further quantify the distributions, we attempted single and double exponen-
tial fits to the survival probabilities which were calculated as the cumulative sum of the
measured waiting time distributions (see Figures 4.2A,B). The survival curves are much
better fit by the two-term exponential. The first passage time distributions are presented
with their corresponding fit which was calculated from the derivative of the double expo-
nential survival curve fit (see Figure 4.2(c)).
4.4.2 Complementary Invasion
To gain better insight into the kinetics of two-way branch migration, we examined the ef-
fects of the “side” of invasion on the first passage time distribution. To accomplish this, we
studied systems with complementary invaders which swap the roles between the invader
and substrate such that the new invader was the old substrate and vice versa, while the in-
cumbent was replaced with its reverse complement (see Figure 4.2(c), right). Figure 4.2(c)
is arranged so that columns of distributions represent complementary invasion presenting
distributions from invaders with a 5′ proximal toehold in the top row and invaders with
a 3′ proximal toehold in the bottom row. We performed this experiment with 6 pairs of
branch migration systems for a total of 12 sets of corresponding invaders, substrates, and
incumbents. We noticed an observable shift in the first passage time distribution through
complementary invasion (see Figure 4.4) particularly for the pair of systems in the leftmost
column of Figure 4.2(c).
In an effort to better understand the physical origins of the observed disparity between
distributions, we found it helpful to consider the mean first passage time (MFPT) for all
DNA sequences considered. We repeated histogram collection 3 entirely separate times
for each of the 12 systems. We noticed high sensitivity to the MFPT in very rare, very
long-lived events. To account for this, we calculated the MFPT for all data below the
95th percentile. Figure 4.4 shows a clear separation between most complementary invader
times. Invaders with a 5′ proximal toehold are slower than their complementary invaders
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Partial duplex stability vs mean first passage times. (a) The mean first passage
time is calculated from data below the 95th percentile. The data collection process was en-
tirely repeated in triplicate for each system considered. Upward facing triangles represent
mean times for invaders with a 5′ toehold while downward facing triangles represent in-
vaders with a 3′ toehold. The free energy of annealing between incumbent and substrate is
calculated for two truncations (left, 14bp; right, 7bp). Strong correlations appear between
the mean first passage time and stability of the final 7 base pairs of the partial duplex.
(b) Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients are calculated for free energies vs 3′ in-
vader toehold log-times. Both correlations clearly increase with an increasing number of
truncated proximal base pairs.
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with a 3′ proximal toehold in three systems, faster for two systems, and roughly equivalent
in one system. Further, we calculated the interaction strength (absolute duplex free energy)
between substrate and incumbent base pairs and plotted it against the MFPT (see Figure
4.4). Complementary invader pairs are represented with upward (5′ invader toehold) and
downward (3′ invader toehold) facing triangles. We observed little correlation when con-
sidering the entire duplex sequence (see Figure 4.4, left); however, by truncating the region
of consideration to the toehold distal half of the partial duplex (7bp), a clear trend emerges
showing exponential dependence between the time and duplex stability (see Figure 4.4,
right).
4.4.3 RNA Invaders
Spurred by an interest in RNA-DNA interactions, we replaced the DNA invader for the
sequence in the leftmost column of Figure 4.2(c) with an RNA invader while maintaining
the incumbent and substrate molecules as DNA. We measured the branch migration time
for both sides of invasion and again found that branch migration time is polar; however,
the polarity reversed meaning faster/slower sides of invasion switched (see Figure 4.5). In
other words, the faster direction for DNA invasion became the slower direction for RNA
invasion and vice versa.
4.4.4 Loaded Invaders
As a further exploration of the effect of dangling ends, we performed experiments with
invaders whose branch migration domain was extended with 5 thymine nucleotides at the
toehold distal end. We noticed a significant increase in first passage time which even in-
cluded an initial lag (see Figure 4.6). Without an analytical description, we used a Gillespie
algorithm to simulate a branch migration process, whose forward or reverse step rate de-
pends on the length of the dangling end. In our modified 1D random walk simulation, a
strand with a longer dangling end would have a geometrically slower rate. Our simulation
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: RNA invaders with DNA partial duplex. We measured branch migration times
for RNA versions of the invaders from the first column of Figure 4.2 where the direction
from the top and bottom histograms correspond to the directions in (a) and (b) respectively.
Again, we found a difference in passage time depending on the side of invasion. Further,
we noticed that the relative times switched with respect to the side of invasion.
matched key features of the data, including lag and long tail, with reasonable parameters
for the step rate (200 s−1) and geometric increase factor (1.05).
4.5 Discussion
Using a FRET-based detection scheme, we separated the timescales of the two main steps
of strand displacement: concentration-dependent, bimolecular toehold formation and uni-
molecular branch migration. We directly observed the first passage time of two-way branch
migration and found very little change in the branch migration time as we varied salt con-
centration for several sequences Figure 4.3. This is not an obvious result as a single step
of two-way branch migration is thought to be preceded by many fraying/zippering events
at the junction [25], implying that even a single branch migration step is a complicated
multi-step process. Given the observed lack of salt dependence, it is reasonable to pro-
pose that branch migration kinetics are dominated by salt independent processes, such as
fraying/melting [119].
We also found the waiting time distributions to be best fit by a two-term exponential
curve. This is very surprising because any kinetic model built entirely from sequential
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Loaded invader. (a) The histogram from the top left corner of Figure 4.2 is
recapitulated here. (b) We appended the invader from (a) with 5 thymine residues at the
toehold distal end and recorded 528 branch migration events. The overall time slowed
down dramatically and a lag became noticeable. The solid curve is a simulation described
in the text.
neighboring steps will always produce a noticeable lag or will become single exponential
for step times much faster than the binning time. However, our observations of nonmono-
exponential behavior are not unique as previous studies of DNA dissociation have found
distributions best described with two-term [138, 139, 140, 141], multi [142], or stretched
exponentials [143]. The reasons provided for such behavior include dispersion in DNA
sample [139], surface heterogeneity [140], and presence of multiple pathways [143]. We
cannot ignore the possibility of dispersion in HPLC-purified, commercial oligos; however,
any such defect in synthesis would have to be consistently found across all 14 systems
studied (38 total oligos) each with very different sequences. Further, surface interactions
are also possible, but at 1 nM invader concentration, the average density is ∼ 1/(120 nm)2
which is far beyond the contour length of the invaders. While these arguments do not com-
pletely rule out instrumental effects, they do invite discussion of possible two-way branch
migration mechanisms that have not been previously considered.
A fundamental component of strand displacement is duplex disruption and dissocia-
tion. While there are few studies of single-molecule two-way branch migration, plenty of
attention has been paid to simple duplex dissociation [144, 145, 146, 147, 143, 140, 139,
148, 138, 141]. Consider the naive model of unzipping at the ends which is, essentially, a
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1D lattice with reflecting boundaries where two random walkers are allowed to annihilate
each other upon their encounter. The analytical solution for the encounter time has been
shown to be an infinite sum of exponential distributions [149] with the full sum predicting
a lag or single exponential distribution for observation times much longer than single step
times [144]. It is possible that our experimental timescale prevents us from observing more
than the first two leading terms.
We have further demonstrated that side of invasion produces a very significant change in
the observed distribution and MFPT. This is surprising due to the high degree of symmetry
between complementary invasion. For example, consider any fully-zipped “snapshot” of
branch migration (see Figure 4.1(a)). In each snapshot, the identical sequence of base pairs
between the invader/incumbent strands and the substrate strand are preserved. Moreover,
this exact sequence is preserved for complementary invaders. In other words, regardless
of side of invasion, the exact same base pair must be broken and formed along every cor-
responding step of branch migration in both systems. Despite this tremendous symmetry
between corresponding systems, branch migration times for conjugate sides are not identi-
cal. In light of this, there are two obvious breaks in symmetry: base-flipping and dangling
ends.
The existence of dangling ends distinguishes individual steps of branch migration as
the dangling ends of both the invader and incumbent have distinct sequences at every step.
This is true even in the simplest case where the invader and incumbent are homopolymers.
In this simple case, while the sequences of the dangling ends for the invader and incumbent
can be identically matched in pairs, the polarity of the dangling ends are always reversed
between the invader and incumbent. Further, When considering 2 different sides of inva-
sion, the dangling ends are again the source of symmetry breaking between the two sets
of invaders and incumbents; furthermore, when comparing different sides of invasion, both
the sequence and the polarity of the dangling ends change to the reverse complement.
Single DNA nucleotide dangling ends have been shown to alter the free energy of nu-
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cleic acids on the order of Watson-Crick base pairing (∼ ±1 kcal/mol) [150]. Generally,
these observed free energies confer stability to 5′ dangling ends over 3′ dangling ends for
DNA duplexes. This suggests that a DNA strand invading from 3′ to 5′ will have a more
stable dangling end than the incumbent that it is challenging. Likewise, a complementary
DNA strand invading from 5′ to 3′ will have a less stable dangling end than the incumbent
that it is challenging. Hence, we predict that branch migration would typically be faster for
3′-to-5′ invasion, which is supported by our data (see Figure 4.4).
Like DNA, our measurements of RNA show the existence of a faster direction of branch
migration. Further, directional preference of toehold-mediated RNA strand displacement
has been shown to exist in simulations [132]. Interestingly, this directional preference
is reversed for an RNA invader. This reversal is also in agreement with thermodynamic
measurements that show 3′-dangling end conferring equal or greater stability to RNA du-
plexes than DNA counterparts [150, 151, 152]. Moreover, three dimensional structures
of various RNA junctions show markedly more frequent stacking of the 3′-dangling base
with the adjacent base pair than the 5′-dangling base [153]. Thus, the RNA invader forms
stronger base pairs with the substrate when it invades from the 3′-end of the incumbent,
which results in a faster displacement rate. It is also possible that the one or two pre-
stacked bases in the 3′-dangling end of the invader can zipper with the substrate strand at
a faster rate [153]. The different effects between RNA and DNA invader likely arise from
the different duplex geometries. RNA-DNA duplex has an A-form helix which prefers
stacking of the 3′ dangling end. In comparison, DNA-DNA duplex might prefer stacking
of the 5′ dangling end due to the B-form helix. With the rich diversity found in DNA-DNA
and RNA-DNA branch migration, it will be interesting to test xeno-nucleic acids (XNA)
whose structures extend beyond canonical A- and B-forms [154]. These results have ex-
citing implications for biology. Recently, it was shown that transcription is regulated by
the RNA-DNA/DNA-DNA upstream edge (rear end) of the transcription bubble [43]. The
authors found the RNA-DNA interaction inhibits forward translocation of the RNA poly-
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merase (RNAP) while DNA-DNA base pairing inhibits reverse translocation. The polarity
of these junctions is such that the RNA has a 5′ dangling end. Our results are consistent
with these findings as we would predict an RNA with a 5′ dangling end to be a weaker
invader which would inhibit transcription but, ultimately, bias the direction downstream.
Many other biological systems involve protein mediated strand exchange. Therefore, it
is conceivable that systems such as homologous recombination and CRISPR/Cas could
present directional preference.
As noted earlier, dangling ends are not the only source of symmetry breaking between
complementary invaders. Conceivably, base flipping for individual nucleotides could be
different for each base and, therefore, account for differences between complementary in-
vaders. However, a previous study compared base flipping rates between RNA and DNA
which were found to be the same [155]. This implies that even if base flipping contributed
to differences between complementary invaders, it still cannot account for the observed
polarity reversal between RNA and DNA.
We also measured the effect of increasing the length of the invader branch migration
domain and found a significant increase in the first passage time. This is in agreement with
a previous study that explained changes in transcription mechanics as a result of increases
in drag due to the presence of nascent RNA in the RNA complex [156]. Therefore, it is
conceivable that we could explain our observed slow down as an increase in resistance due
to the longer dangling end. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4.6, we can obtain similar first
passage time distributions when simulating such a process.
In Chapter 3, we posited a three-step model for toehold-mediated strand displacement
which began with toehold formation and proceeded through branch migration until the
incumbent spontaneously dissociated [94]. To explore the hypothesis of spontaneous dis-
sociation, we considered the interaction free energy between the toehold distal base pairs of
the partial duplex. As we truncated the region of interest, we found a significant correlation
between the measured MFPT and calculated duplex free energy. In accordance with the
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three-step model, the MFPT increased with increasing interaction strength. In other words,
stable incumbent base pairs distal to the toehold take longer to displace. Further, such a
correlation implies incumbent dissociation is the rate limiting step. However, this is not
consistent with the three-step model as the original model included the presence of a mis-
match to act as a barrier to branch migration. Without a kinetic barrier, there is no reason
for the system to cease branch migration and wait for a (slower) spontaneous dissociation
process.
Without a consistent interpretation from the three-step model, it is worthwhile to con-
sider alternative mechanisms of displacement. A similarity can be found in a symmetric
random random walk in which rates between neighboring lattice sites are equal but inde-
pendent and identically distributed with rates between other lattice sites [157, 158]. In this
Sinai model, the later steps contribute more to MFPT than the earlier steps. This is consis-
tent with our observed correlation as incumbent dissociation must be the last step of such a
hypothetical process.
Alternatively, competitor-induced dissociation has been shown to be a viable mech-
anism at very high competitor concentrations (> 20 uM) [126]. Dissociation is rapidly
accelerated as the competitor occludes the rapid rebinding of the two original binding part-
ners. A toehold bound invader would certainly have a high effective concentration relative
to the partial duplex (∼ 1 mM). Such a mechanism is also consistent with the observed cor-
relation. This model would also retain other key features expected from branch migration
such as an increase in waiting time with an increase in length of the partial duplex [25].
However, the survival curves measured from competitor-induced DNA dissociation were
found to be single exponential.
4.6 Conclusion
Our FRET-based strand displacement assay allows investigation of branch migration post
toehold formation. Surprisingly, we found that such distributions were better described by
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two-term exponentials. We showed that branch migration time is dependent on the side of
invasion to which we hypothesize dangling ends as the source of dissimilarity. Additionally,
we showed that mean first passage times strongly correlates with the stability of the duplex
region distal from the toehold which suggests direct dissociation as a plausible kinetic
pathway. We hope our work will inform the communities of DNA nanotechnology and
biology with a better understanding of two-way branch migration.
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CHAPTER 5
BRANCH MIGRATION WITH A SINGLE FLUOROPHORE
5.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter 4, the timescales between bimolecular toehold formation and uni-
molecular branch migration can be decoupled from each other using a FRET based scheme.
This scheme has allowed novel exploration of the branch migration process and provided
many exciting observations; however, there are still many exciting questions to be answered
about branch migration surrounding the topics of length dependence, individual step rate,
and sequence dependence. Unfortunately, such a scheme as described in Chapter 4 re-
quires modifications of all three participants of DNA strand displacement which can be
quite costly when considering the large scale of experiments needed to answer questions
regarding length and sequence dependence. Therefore, in this chapter, I will discuss a new,
low-cost scheme that requires a single fluorophore to measure branch migration. I will
discuss preliminary results related to length and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) lo-
cation dependence. Finally, I will discuss future prospects and potential complications of
the single fluorophore method.
The cost of DNA sequencing has decreased exponentially over the past three decades
(see the blue curve in Figure 5.1(a)). In particular, the price of DNA sequencing has even
outpaced Moore’s law. As the price continues to drop, the dream of personalized medicine,
the $1000 genome, is almost within reach [159]. In comparison to whole genome syn-
thesis and sequencing cost, the price of custom oligonucleotide synthesis has remained
relatively stagnant with only modest decreases over time. Moreover, bespoke DNA oligos
with covalently attached modifications can cost over an order of magnitude more than the
same strand without modifications (see Figure 5.1(b)). Given the huge price increase as-
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Figure 5.1: Oligo prices. (a) The price of reading (blue) and writing (red) genomic DNA
has exponentially decreased over the past three decades with DNA sequencing outpac-
ing Moore’s law. By comparison, DNA oligonucleotide synthesis (magenta) has seen a
much slower decline in price. This figure is taken from reference [27] and shared under
a CC BY-ND license. (b) The prices of DNA oligo tube synthesis for a random sequence
(GCG GGC AAT ATG TAC) are plotted for various modifications (unmodified, 3’-Cy3,
and 3’BioTEG), purification methods (salt free and high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy), and synthesis scales (25 nM − 1µM). Modified DNA cost can be more than an
order of magnitude higher in cost than unmodified DNA. The prices were obtained from
the website of Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT).
sociated with modified DNA oligos, it is impractical to conduct large scale sequence and
length dependence studies of branch migration with the FRET scheme. Therefore, in order
to accomplish our experimental goals, we must use a method with unmodified invaders,
incumbents, and substrates.
While we require the strand displacement participants to be unmodified, our method
must include a biotinylated attachment to the surface as well as a fluorescent reporter. Given
our success with the FRET method, we decided to again immobilize the invader molecule
on the surface. With these requirements in mind, the main idea behind our method is
to contain the modified oligos to preserved sequences that can hybridize to the unmodi-
fied invader, incumbent, and substrate molecules (see Figure 5.2). A biotinylated anchor
molecule attaches to the surface and hybridizes to an invader molecule. The sequence is
short (∼ 10 bp) and kept constant over the course of all possible experiments. The in-
cumbent is designed with a fixed overhang sequence that can hybridize with a fluorescent
indicator probe. Although not covalently attached to the substrate, the fluorescent indicator
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Figure 5.2: Single fluorophore schematic. A fixed-sequence, biotinylated anchor molecule
is attached to the surface and hybridizes to the invader molecule which acts as a tether. The
fluorescently labeled partial duplex consists of the substrate, an incumbent with a fixed
overhang sequence, and a fluorescent indicator probe which can anneal to the overhang
sequence. Branch migration is measured by the fluorescent signal dwell time. After strand
displacement is complete, ERASE can be used to release the duplex and reset the surface.
probe is stabilized on the partial duplex by coaxial stacking. The lifetime of the fluorescent
signal will correspond to branch migration passage time. ERASE is incorporated into this
method so that the surface can be reset upon completion of strand displacement.
5.2 Methods
The system was designed using mfold [115] to minimize the possibility of secondary struc-
ture interactions. Custom DNA oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technolo-
gies. The 13-nt anchor molecule was biotinylated at the 3′ end. The 10-nt fluorescent in-
dicator molecule was labeled with Cy3 at the 5′ end. The switch molecule which ERASEs
the surface is unmodified and is 20-nt in length with a 7-nt toehold near its 3′ end. The
invader, substrate, and incumbent molecules were unmodified. All modified oligos were
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Table 5.2: Variable sequence oligos. The variable branch migration domain is represented




HPLC purified, and unmodified oligos were purified under salt-free conditions. To distin-
guish from sequence dependent effects, the branch migration region was chosen to be a
homopolymer. The specific sequences are presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
Partial duplexes were constructed by combining substrate and incumbent at a 1:1 ratio
of 20µM each in 1 M NaCl and 10 mM Tris at pH 7. The mixture was heated to 95 ◦C
and slowly cooled for 3 hours to 4 ◦C. After this, indicator probe was added to a final
concentration of 20µM so that the final proportion of incumbent, substrate, and indicator
was 1:1:1.
PEG-passivated flow cells were prepared as described in Chapter 4. We introduced
20µL of anchor molecules at 20 nM and waited for 2 min. We then introduced 20µL of
50 nM invader molecules and waited for 5 min. The experiment began as we introduced
20µL of 1 nM partial duplex-indicator probe complex. After recording the data, the surface
was reset by introducing 20µL of 500 nM switch molecule.
Data was acquired as described in Chapter 4. Since the indicator probe was labeled
with a Cy3 fluorophore, only the donor channel was observed. The low partial duplex con-
centrations helps reduce background signal but also causes strand displacement events to
remain rare. As such, multiple strand displacement events rarely appear simultaneously in
a frame. The raw data of a single frame in Figure 5.3 presents the rare event of two simulta-
neous strand displacement events. As non-specific interactions between the partial duplex
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Table 5.3: Branch migration domain sequences.































and surface can appear as false positive branch migration events, control experiments were
performed for each surface before data collection. Partial duplex must be introduced into
the flow cell and non-specific interactions must be observed before each round of surface
modification (neutravidin, anhor, and invader). The experiment can only proceed if very
few surface interactions are observed.
MATLAB was used to analyze the data. Candidate spots were identified as peaks
detected by thresholding each frame individually. Spot candidates were cross-checked
for overlapping positions, and time traces were generated from the surviving candidates.
Branch migration time is inferred from fluorescence lifetime.
5.3 Preliminary Results
While we have begun to understand DNA branch migration in Chapter 4, there are still
many open questions. Can we observe length dependence as predicted by the 1D model?
What are the sequence dependent effects of branch migration? Even more fundamental,
what is the step rate of branch migration?
To answer these questions, we used TIRF microscopy and a single fluorophore con-
struct to measure branch migration. The partial duplex was hybridized with a fluorescent
probe which served as an indicator for branch migration dwell time. Histograms were con-
structed from hundreds of dwell time measurements. We found these histograms to be fit
well to a single exponential (see Figure 5.4).
5.3.1 Length dependence
We sought to test the 1D model’s prediction of length dependence; however, as shown
in Chapter 4, branch migration times are highly dependent on sequence as well as direc-
tion of invasion. In order to distinguish length effects from sequence effects, we designed
the branch migration region to be a homopolymer, poly(A) for the invader/incumbent and
poly(T) for the substrate. We measured branch migration histograms for lengths ranging
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Figure 5.3: Raw fluorescence data. Above. A single frame of data shows two simultaneous
branch migration events (arrows). The scale bar is 10µm. Below. After detecting spots,
time traces are constructed by summing the 3× 3 neighborhood of the peak location. The
zoomed inset shows the branch migration event lasting for ∼ 150 ms.
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Figure 5.4: First passage histogram with fit. The first passage time histograms for the 15nt
(N = 281) branch migration region is fitted by a single exponential.
from 15nt to 30nt in 3nt steps for a total of 6 different systems (see Figure 5.5). The mean
times show an increasing trend with increasing length. We fit the data to the 1D model
prediction of lattice length dependence,
〈τ〉 = n(n+ 1)
2kstep
(5.1)
where n is the number of lattice sites and kstep is the single step rate of branch migration.
The one parameter fit yields an branch migration single step rate of kstep = 4000 s−1 which
corresponds to τstep = 250µs.
5.3.2 SNP dependence
After estimating the branch migration single step rate, we turn to measuring the effect of
a point mutation and the dependence of location on branch migration. We chose a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that exchanges purine for purine (A→ G) and pyrimidine
for pyrimidine (T → C). Due to the higher free energy costs associated by breaking a G:C
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Figure 5.5: Length dependence. The branch migration region length is increased in 3nt
increments from 15nt to 30nt. The clear increase in the data (circles) can be fitted (red
dash) by a 1D model (see Equation 5.1) and a step rate can be extracted.
bond over an A:T bond, we expect that the branch migration rate should increase with the














where ki is the single step rate at the ith lattice site, s is the location of SNP, and kA and kG
are the step rates for base pairs involving A and G respectively. We measure the position
dependence and found a fit of kG = 100 s−1 that corresponds to τG = 10 ms. This is an
order of magnitude higher than kA obtained from length dependence.
5.4 Future outlook
This method has been demonstrated to measure branch migration time and could be used
as a method for large-scale sequence and length dependence study. However, this method
does have drawbacks compared to FRET, and there are complications that must be consid-
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Figure 5.6: SNP dependence. The position of a single A→G mutation was varied in the
branch migration region. The red dot is the mean time of the perfect polyA with zero
mutation. Numbering begins with position ‘1’ corresponding to the base pair proximal to
the toehold with position ‘15’ corresponding to the middle base pair. A clear increase in
mean time is observed which is consistent with the intuition of a slower step rate for G:C
pairs.
ered when performing these experiments. To abandon the FRET experiment is to abandon
the zeroth time bin as this method uses only one fluorophore. Further, the FRET experiment
offers a built-in control for discriminating non-specific surface interactions. For poorly pre-
pared surfaces and partial duplex constructs, non-specific interactions drastically increase
which can degrade the data as these interactions exist on a similar time scale as branch
migration. As such, controls on clean surfaces must be performed before each experiment
to check against non-specific interactions. Finally, this experiment uses a homopolymer
for the branch migration region. It can be difficult to properly anneal two homopolymers
as frame shifts can occur which effectively shorten the branch migration region. Also, a
homopurine-homopyrimidine DNA duplex can form a triplex due to mirror symmetry [160,
161].
For its concerns, this method also shows promise as the inclusion of ERASE could
be used to multiplex the data acquisition process. The substrate could be extended and
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annealed with a fluorescent probe in a manner similar to the incumbent. The experiment
would proceed as described except that the partial duplex buffer would contain many dif-
ferent molecular species that each have a different branch migration region. The toehold
of the switch could then be used to encode the particular branch migration region. After
ERASE, disappearance of that fluorescent signal after a specific switch molecule will allow
the experimenter to identify the branch migration region for that trace.
It is possible to conceive alternative schemes that incorporate both FRET and unmod-
ified invaders, incumbents, and substrates. For instance, the substrate could be extended
on the end distal to the toehold with a fixed sequence so that another fluorescent probe can
anneal. Further, two color schemes that do not use FRET could be possible. In one such
scheme, the partial duplex would be constructed identically as in Figure 5.2 yet immobi-
lized on the surface by an anchor molecule. The invader molecule could be extended with a
fixed sequence to hybridize to a Cy5 probe. In this scheme, both lasers would be employed





This thesis is centered on the relationship between single-molecule biophysics and toehold-
mediated strand displacement. In Chapter 2, I have demonstrated a practical application of
strand displacement in the form of ERASE. In Chapter 3, I explored the mismatch position-
dependence kinetics of strand displacement and demonstrated the plausibility of direct dis-
sociation a pathway for strand displacement under the presence of a mismatch. Further,
in Chapter 4, I explored the kinetics of branch migration and found a rich dependence
on sequence as well as a surprising dependence between complementary sides of invasion
which pointed to dangling ends as a cause. Finally, in Chapter 5, I demonstrated the fea-
sibility of a more low-cost method to allow large-scale experimental studies of sequence
and length dependence. With this method, a proper exploration of sequence can determine





END INVASION AND CONSECUTIVE MISMATCHES
One hypothesis proposed in Chapter 3 was the three-step model which considered strand
displacement as a toehold-binding step in equilibrium with branch migration. Branch
migration proceeds until halted by the presence of a mismatch, and displacement occurs
through direct dissociation of the incumbent. We noted the increased stability, as measured
through off-rates, of a duplex compared to a partial duplex that shares the same number
of base pairs. We proposed the presence of the invader somehow destabilizes the incum-
bent which accounts for the increased dissociation rates. One such mechanism is steric
hindrance at the junction which prevents the incumbent from fully zipping up along the
substrate. Another possibility is competitor-induced dissociation proposed by Gelles et al.
[126] where the dissociation of a complex is rapidly accelerated in the presence of high
competitor concentrations. To explore other possible mechanism of DNA strand displace-
ment, we used the fluorescence recovery scheme described in Chapter 3.
Using the methods developed in Chapter 3, we first explored direct dissociation of the
incumbent by measuring strand displacement for several variations of the invader with a
first position mismatch (see Figure A.1). We first tested 4 different variations of branch mi-
gration region: no branch migration region, entirely mismatched branch migration region,
Figure A.1: Testing spontaneous dissociation. No strand displacement was observed for
(a) a single mismatched dangling end, (b) an entirely mismatched dangling end, (c) a half-
truncated dangling end with a mismatch, or (d) a mismatch with half-mismatched dangling
end.
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Figure A.2: Testing end invasion. All 14nt invaders had a first position mismatch. The
number of consecutive toehold distal mismatches were varied. (a) Raw molecule counts
were normalized and charted over time. The legend indicates the most proximal position
for the consecutive mismatches. For up to 4 consecutive mismatches, strand displacement
behaved identically to the invader with only a first position mismatch. Beyond that, no
displacement was observed. (b) The abscissa marks the number of consecutive mismatches.
The MFPT was extracted, and the experiment was repeated in triplicate. No difference in
MFPT was observed for fewer than 5 consecutive mismatches.
half-truncated branch migration region, and half-mismatched branch migration region. We
observed no strand displacement for any of these variations. These indicate the a mostly
matching invader is necessary for strand displacement to proceed.
We considered the possibility that the invader halted at the first mismatch could continue
displacement by invading at the end most distal to the toehold. Such a process would be
similar to a zero-toehold invasion which is exponentially slower than strand displacement
with a toehold [25]. We measured the MFPT of several invader constructs with consecutive
mismatches occurring at the toehold distal end (see Figure A.2). For invaders with up to
4 consecutive distal mismatches, we found that strand displacement MFPT was identical
to that of an invader with no distal mismatches. For 5 or more, there was a drastic change
where no observed displacement occurred. Finally, we observed the behavior of an invader
with 2 consecutive mismatches at the toehold proximal end and found no observable dis-
placement occurred (see Figure A.3). Taken together, these results point to the possibility
of alternative pathways of strand displacement in the presence of a mismatch.
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Figure A.3: 2 consecutive mismatches. No displacement was observed for invaders with
consecutive mismatches in the first two toehold proximal base pairs.
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